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INTRODUCTION

CURRENTLY face difficult economic times
which have been compounded by recent increases in
airline-related taxes. The airlines have asked Congress
for relief from taxes, but Congress has been unreceptive
to proposals that may increase the national deficit. The
airlines have also asked states for relief, but states have
been equally unreceptive because they face their own economic crises. In the meantime, states continue to increase
the tax burden on airlines, particularly through jet fuel
taxes.
Jet fuel taxes are only one of many taxes imposed on air
transportation. In addition to the customary taxes that
airlines must pay as corporations, such as income and
franchise taxes, real and personal property taxes, and
sales and use taxes, there are numerous special taxes imposed on air transportation. These include the uniform
federal taxes, customs and immigration fees, passenger
facility charges, and jet fuel taxes. Of the methods of taxing airlines, jet fuel taxes are one of the least understood.
However, with their recent proliferation, jet fuel taxes
have become very important and represent both a financial and an administrative burden on the airlines.
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This study examines how states tax jet fuel and why
congressional action limiting jet fuel taxation is needed.
The first part of this study examines how jet fuel is currently taxed and explains that an understanding ofjet fuel
taxation requires more than a multistate comparison.
Several special concepts affect how jet fuel taxes are applied and the most important of these concepts are discussed. The second part of this study explains the role
the federal government has played in the development of
jet fuel taxation by summarizing states' rights to tax aviation fuel under the Constitution and showing that Congress has continually intervened to balance the burden of
federal and state taxes on the airlines. This part further
discusses how Congress recently upset this balance. The
third part of this study presents the financial and administrative burdens on the airlines including jet fuel taxes. It
then shows the airline industry is unable to operate profitably under these burdens, and explains the need for congressional intervention to restore a balanced tax burden
upon the airlines. Finally, this study recommends that
Congress preempt or limit state taxation ofjet fuel and, in
the event that Congress does not act fully, proposes actions that the airlines must take to endure these tax
burdens.
II.

HOW STATES TAX JET FUEL

This study provides a broad perspective for understanding how jet fuel taxes developed and what current
actions need to be taken concerning jet fuel taxes. Jet fuel
may be taxed through an excise tax, a sales tax, a
franchise tax, or an inspection fee. Often, two or more of
these methods are combined into a hybrid tax.' Chart A
summarizes the jet fuel taxes for the various states.' It
also includes most major local jet fuel taxes and some in, See infra part VII.A. Part VII.A. is a step-by-step explanation of these methods
of jet fuel taxation.
2 See infra part VIII.A.
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3

spection fees.
Once jet fuel taxes for the various states have been determined, they may be compared through an effective rate
comparison. Chart B compares the effective rate of jet
fuel taxes for all fifty states under seven different assumptions for the cost of fuel. 4 For example, if fuel costs $.90
per gallon, the effective rate of tax on fuel in New York is
sixteen percent. If fuel costs $.60 per gallon, however, the
effective rate of tax on fuel in New York is twenty-five percent, a fifty-six percent increase.5
Chart C ranks the effective rate of jet fuel taxes for all
fifty states in descending order.6 Based on this empirical
chart, the states with the highest jet fuel taxes are New
York, Illinois, Washington, Florida, California, Michigan,
and Colorado. 7 The states with no jet fuel taxes are Delaware, Ohio, Maryland, Texas, Oklahoma, Indiana, and
Rhode Island.'
These charts, alone, do not account for numerous special rules which are essential in properly interpreting how
states tax jet fuel and the tax burden on the airlines. An
understanding of jet fuel taxation requires more than a
summary of rates. It requires an understanding of special
rules which apply to these rates. The eight most important special concepts are discussed below.
The first is the burn-off rule which generally limits a
state's jet fuel tax to jet fuel that is purchased out-of-state,
stored in the taxing state until loaded aboard an aircraft,
and then consumed or "burned" while flying over that
state as part of an interstate flight. State variations of the
burn-off rule sometimes apply to fuel purchased in the

I

Inspection fees are difficult to track, often temporarily imposed, and usually
have much less of a financial impact than fuel taxes. This article places minimal
emphasis on inspection fees.
See infra part VIII.B.
Id.
See infra part VIII.C.
7Id.
NId.
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state as well. 9 Under the burn-off rule, only the fuel that
an airline actually utilizes or burns in the taxing state is
taxed.' 0 For example, if jet fuel is purchased in Indiana,
stored in Chicago, and loaded into an aircraft that is
bound for another state, only the fuel burned in propelling the aircraft from Chicago to the Illinois state line is
subject to tax. The burn-off rule has been adopted by the
legislatures of several states, including New York, New

Jersey, West Virginia, Washington, and Tennessee."' In
addition, Florida allows airlines to use the burn-off rule
2
with an election.1
The United States Supreme Court in United Air Lines v.

Mahin 13 discussed whether the burn-off rule could be applied to the Illinois use tax. From August 1955, when the
Illinois Use Tax Act was enacted, to June 1963, the Illi-

nois Department of Revenue had interpreted and applied
11The State of Washington applies the burn-off rule to fuel purchased in-state
as well as fuel purchased out-of-state. See infra notes 442-44 and accompanying
text.
10The amount of aviation fuel burned over a state can be accurately calculated
because scheduled airline routes are precise and the rate of consumption by each
type of aircraft is known. In general, airlines are able to calculate the exact distance flown over a state on the departure routes assigned to their airline by the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). The FAA controls the flight patterns of
aircraft departures from most major airports under authority of the Federal Aviation Act, which requires aircraft to operate over specifically defined departure
routes leading them out of the state and to their destination. 49 U.S.C. app.
§ 1301 (1988). These departure routes, from which only immaterial deviation is
permitted for safety and operational reasons, can be thought of as "aerial highways." They perform the same function as surface highways, and common carriers follow the same routes day after day. Flights are flown with standard
procedures promulgated by the airline and approved by the FAA and include engine power settings for all phases of flight.
With the changes occurring in jet fuel, there will be a need for new aircraft fuel
monitoring systems to accurately respond to the full range of jet fuel properties.
Fuel burned is currently calculated through the use of algorithms to relate basic
fuel properties to measurable parameters. These algorithms require a sufficient
spread of data to cover a changing fuel supply. As the basic properties ofjet fuel
change, it may become necessary to tax aircraft fuel based on energy output
rather than volume. See HADALLER & MOMENTHY, THE CHARACTERISTICS OF FuTURE FUELS, BOEING COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE GROUP (August 1990, revised September 1990) (on file with the Air Transport Association (ATA)).
I See infra notes 337, 349, 411, 442, 446 and accompanying text.
2 See infra note 235 and accompanying text.
,:1410 U.S. 623 (1973).
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the Illinois Use Tax Act utilizing the burn-off rule.' 4 Fuel
purchased outside Illinois by interstate airlines and
brought into the state and stored there by the airlines in
interstate commerce was taxed only on that portion of the
fuel actually consumed or "burned off " in or over Illinois.
Relying on Illinois' interpretation, United Airlines
purchased and received fuel at a depot in Indiana and
transported the fuel by common carrier to storage tanks
at O'Hare Airport in Chicago. The fuel remained in the
storage tanks until it was pumped from the storage tanks
into the fuel tanks of waiting aircraft. With the approval
of the Illinois Department of Revenue, United computed
and paid its Illinois use tax on a burn-off basis.
During a routine audit of United Airlines in June 1963,
the Illinois state tax auditors disregarded the burn-off
rule. The auditors applied the use tax to all fuel that
United Airlines loaded into aircraft, rather than just the
fuel burned in or over Illinois. The auditors' rationale
was that the transfer from storage was of itself a taxable
use which terminated the non-taxable temporary storage.
United Airlines challenged the constitutionality of this interpretation of the law, claiming it imposed an unconstitutional burden on interstate commerce.
The trial court held that this interpretation of the use
tax did not burden interstate commerce because it was imposed on the storage or withdrawal from storage of the
fuel rather than consumption of the fuel.' 5 Furthermore,
the trial court held that the burn-off rule was unconstitutional because it was applied to fuel actually used in interstate commerce.' 6 The Supreme Court of Illinois
affirmed the trial court's rulings.' 7 The United States
Supreme Court, while affirming the constitutionality of
the tax,' 8 vacated the judgment and remanded the case
14

Id. at 626.
Id. at 624.
Id

United Air Lines v. Mahin, 273 N.E.2d 585, 591 (Ill. 1971).
Is Mahin, 410 U.S. at 630. The Court held that states could not constitutionally
impose a tax on fuel consumed by planes merely flying over the state. Neverthe17
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for consideration of the burn-off rule under state law.' 9
The Court held that there was no constitutional barrier to
the state's construction of the temporary storage exemption that taxed only the amount of fuel actually consumed
or "burned off" in flight over the state. 20 Thus, although
the Court's holding was not favorable to United, it was
only a partial defeat because it validated the burn-off
rule.2 '
The second special concept concerns international fuel
sold in a state for export outside of the United States.
States cannot tax this fuel due to the Import-Export
Clause of the United States Constitution which states that
"no states shall, without the consent of the Congress, lay
any imposts or duties on imports or exports. 2 In Louisiana Land and Exploration Co. v. Pilot Petroleum Corp.,23 Pilot

Petroleum Corp. contracted with the Louisiana Land &
Exploration Co. (LLE) to purchase jet fuel which LLE delivered on board a Liberian flagged ship anchored off Alabama. The fuel was then exported to Canada. The court
held that the Alabama fuel tax was levied "on the goods
themselves" while they were in transit and that the Alabama fuel tax was an impost upon an export within the
meaning of the Import-Export Clause. 24 Thus, the jet fuel
was not subject to Alabama taxes.
The third special concept concerns jet fuel that is sold
less, the Illinois general use tax on all of the aviation fuel stored did not impose an
unconstitutional burden on commerce since the taxable "use" under the statute,
as interpreted by the Illinois Supreme Court, was either the storage or the withdrawal from storage of the fuel, rather than its consumption. Id.
w Id. at 632.
Id.
I2
- Justices Douglas, Stewart, and White dissented from this opinion, stating
that: (1) the Illinois tax was inescapably a tax on the actual motive power for an
interstate or foreign journey being levied on the filling of the fuel tanks of airplanes taking off for interstate or foreign journeys, rather than on the storage of
the fuel or its withdrawal from storage, (2) the loading of the fuel to propel the
interstate flights was essential to, and part of, the interstate flights, and (3) under
the Commerce Clause, a state could not tax an integral part of interstate commerce, unless authorized by Congress. Id. at 635-36.
2

U.S. CoNsT. art. I, § 10, cl.2.

" 900 F.2d 816 (5th Cir.), co't.
denied, 111 S.Ct. 248 (1990).
' Id. at 821.
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in a state and placed into the tank of an aircraft engaged
in international transportation. In a case involving an airline that operated international commercial flights but
claimed exemption from Florida fuel taxes, the Supreme
Court held that such fuel could be taxed because taxation
was not preempted by the Federal Aviation Act, nor did it
violate the Commerce Clause of the Federal Constitution. 25 The Court stated:
What all of this makes abundantly clear is that the Federal
Government has not remained silent with regard to the
question whether states should have the power to impose
taxes on aviation fuel used by foreign carriers in international travel. By negative implication arising out of more
than 70 agreements entered into since the Chicago Convention, the United States has at least acquiesced in state
taxation of fuel used by foreign carriers in international
26
travel.

The fourth special concept, an exception to the third
concept, provides that a state cannot tax jet fuel that is
sold in a state and placed in an aircraft in international
transportation if the fuel is bonded. Bonded aviation fuel
is manufactured from foreign origin crude petroleum,
which is primarily refined outside the United States. It is

brought into the United States for use in international aviation. When available, carriers purchase bonded fuel at a
premium base price, but net of state taxes. This makes
bonded fuel an alternative to regular fuel, which has a
lower base price but is subject to state fuel taxes. Bonded
15Wardair Canada, Inc. v. Florida Dep't of Revenue, 477 U.S. 1, 7, 9 (1986).
26 Id. at 12.
The Court distinguished this case from Japan Line, Ltd. v. Los
Angeles, 441 U.S. 434 (1979). InJapan Line, the Court held that California's property tax could not be applied to shipping containers used exclusively in foreign
commerce. Id. at 453-54. The Court explained that a foreign commerce clause
analysis requires that a court ask whether a state tax "prevents the federal government from speaking with one voice when regulating commercial relations with
foreign governments." Id. at 451. In Wardair, however, the Court stated: "we
never suggested in [apan Line] or any other [case] that the foreign commerce
clause insists that the federal government speak with any particular voice." Wardair,
477 U.S. at 13. Although Wardair concerned a foreign airline, the rule would also
apply to domestic airlines.
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fuel first became available at the Miami airport and is now
used at a number of airports, including airports in Boston,
Chicago, Los Angeles, Miami, New York, Orlando, San
Francisco and certain cities in Alaska.
The bonded fuel rule was first articulated in the

Supreme Court case of McGoldrick v. Gulf Oil

Corp.2 7

In

this case crude petroleum was imported to New York
under bond, then manufactured into fuel oil and sold and
delivered to vessels engaged in foreign commerce. The
Court held that a New York City tax upon the crude petroleum violated the Commerce Clause. 28 The Court
reached this decision in light of the Tariff Act of 1930 and
other federal statutes and regulations which constituted
"a comprehensive scheme for the regulation of the importation of the crude petroleum and of its control while...
in bond . . .and its delivery as ships' stores to vessels in
foreign commerce.... 29

The McGoldrick holding was applied to airlines in Northwest Airlines, Inc. v. Commissioner of Revenue. 30 This case held
that:
a flight is engaged in foreign trade, and [the] bonded aviation fuel used upon [the flight] is exempt from the [state]
excise tax [on fuel], when either [the aircraft's] origin or
ultimate destination is in a foreign country, regardless of
whether passengers or cargo 3are enplaned or deplaned at
intermediate domestic stops. 1
Whether the aircraft is engaged in foreign commerce is
determined by its route and ultimate destination and not
those of its passengers and cargo.2 Thus, airlines may
27

'

309 U.S. 414 (1940).

Id. at 429.

id. at 426-27.
.- 247 N.W.2d 33, 37 (Minn. 1976).
.3 Id. at 38.
12 Id. In a footnote, the court explained that
Bonds are given by the importer to the United States Customs Service in order to enable the importer, under United States statutes
and treasury regulations, to bring the oil into the United States for
purposes of manufacturing (where crude petroleum is made into
fuel oil) or storing it, and then withdrawing it for export or other
29
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load bonded jet fuel into any plane which has an ultimate
foreign destination. The plane may make domestic stops
en route to the foreign destination and may even load and
unload passengers, baggage and freight on these intermediate stops without subjecting fuel to state taxes.
The fifth special concept is that a state or locality may
specifically exempt fuel in international transportation,
such as Chicago recently exempting jet fuel with its international exempt fuel law.33 Unlike bonded fuel, which has
limited availability and higher transaction costs, a partial
exemption may create both revenues for the state and savings for the airlines by presenting an alternative to
bonded fuel.
For example, assume that the cost of regular jet fuel is
$1.00 per gallon, the cost of bonded fuel is $1.05 per gallon, and the effective state tax rate is $.10 per gallon.
lawful purpose free of the import duty which would otherwise be
payable. The bonds are conditioned upon, inter alia, compliance
with laws and regulations relating to the custody and safekeeping of
the imported merchandise, and its lawful withdrawal from storage
under permit of the Customs Service.
Id. at 35 n. 1. A published U.S. Customs Service letter specifically addresses when
bonded jet fuel may be used. The letter states in pertinent part:
Aircraft Supplies and Equipment. Exemption from duty and tax.
Section 309, Tariff Act of 1930, as amended.
American - flag aircraft are engaged in the carriage of passengers
and cargo for hire on regularly scheduled flights between Los Angeles, California, and a foreign country or 3 countries, in both directions. Some flights proceed to foreign destinations via the polar
route with an intermediate stop at San Francisco, California, where
more passengers and or cargo may be laden. Other flights depart
Los Angeles eastbound to foreign destinations with intermediate
stops en route, such as at Chicago, Illinois, Detroit, Michigan... On
outward and inward flights, there is no change of aircraft in the
United States and each stopover in this country is for about I hour.
The aircraft simultaneously engage in the carriage of passengers and
cargo in domestic service. Aircraft so engaged are in foreign trade
within the meaning of section 309(a)(1)(C) 3 of the Tariff Act of
1930, as amended, and as such qualify for duty-free withdrawals of
turbine fuel and other supplies under that statute.
Letter from United States Customs Service Bureau, T.D. 66-99(1) (Apr. 14, 1986)
(on file with ATA).
" CHICAGO, ILL., MUNICIPAL

CODE ch. 200.10 (1990) (effective July i, 1990)

(exempting from the Chicago vehicle fuel tax any domestic fuel used on international airline flights).
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Generally, regular jet fuel costs the airlines $1.10 per gallon ($1.00 plus $. 10) so they opt for bonded fuel on their
international flights which only costs $1.05 per gallon because it is not subject to state tax. The international exempt concept creates a discounted tax on international
fuel of $.02 per gallon. Thus, the airlines opt for regular
fuel on their international flights which now costs only
$1.02 per gallon ($1.00 plus $.02) while bonded fuel still
costs $1.05 per gallon. The airlines benefit by $.03 per
gallon and the state benefits by $.02 per gallon on international fuel, since they were previously receiving no tax
revenue from fuel used in international flights.
There are several other benefits of international exempt
fuel. First, there are no tax payment delays to the state
department of revenue because the airlines pay the tax on
their monthly returns.3 1 Second, accounting for international exempt fuel is accurate because tax payments are
based on actual domestic jet fuel boardings, not estimates. 5 Third, it is efficient because it eliminates refund
processing and produces good documentary evidence for
audits.
Two potential disadvantages of international exempt
fuel exist. First, states may unilaterally revoke the exemption. A revocation would require the airlines to pay state
taxes on international fuel until use of bonded fuel could
34 The Illinois jet fuel distributor is given a blanket exemption certificate from
the Illinois Retailer's Occupation Tax stating that the issuing airline will purchase
jet fuel, a portion of which will be boarded on foreign bound flights. The distributor collects the local transportation authority and city taxes at the time of
purchase. The airline self-assesses the Illinois tax at the statutory rate for fuel
boarded on domestic flights.
.1 This avoids the problems associated with commingling bonded and unbonded fuel through a single hydrant system, which is the practice at most domestic airports. With a single hydrant system, the airlines segregate bonded from
unbonded fuel through record keeping measures. The United States Customs
Office currently permits a single hydrant system for both bonded and nonbonded
fuel but is considering requiring a dual hydrant system. This would be expensive
and impractical from the airlines' point of view. This issue is currently being debated at Los Angeles International Airport. See Letter from Samuel H. Banks,
Assistant Commissioner, Office of Commercial Operations, Department of the
Treasury, U.S. Customs Office (Apr. 29, 1991) (on file with ATA).
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be reinstituted. Second, domestic fuel may be less available during a fuel shortage; of course, international fuel
may also be less available during a fuel shortage.
The sixth special concept concerns "favorite son" provisions, which favor airlines that have a large presence
and do a substantial amount of business in a state. For
example, Alabama has an exception from the state excise
tax for air carriers with a hub in the state;3 6 Phoenix, Arizona created an "enterprise zone" to attract an airline
maintenance base;37 and Kentucky placed a limit on fuel
taxes for airlines with a hub and a significant volume of
fuel purchases in the state.3 8 Favorite son provisions are
common to many states but usually are not apparent from
a summary review of effective rates.
The seventh special concept concerns fuel subsidiaries.
The following example illustrates how fuel subsidiaries
may affect jet fuel taxation. Hartsfield, the major airport
in Atlanta, Georgia, is located in Clayton County, which
adjoins Fulton County. The fuel storage facilities for
Hartsfield are located in both Clayton County and Fulton
County. While Clayton County has neither a rapid transit
tax nor a local option sales and use tax, Fulton County has
both taxes. Airlines with storage facilities in Clayton
County take delivery ofjet fuel in Clayton County and are
not affected by the additional taxes in Fulton County.
The airlines with storage facilities in Fulton County are
subject to Fulton County taxes, since they take delivery in
Fulton County and they are the end user.
To equate the tax burden in Fulton County with that in
Clayton County, the airlines with storage facilities in
Fulton County have established fuel subsidiaries which
take possession of the fuel in Fulton County. Since the
fuel subsidiaries are not the end user, they are not subject
to the Fulton County taxes under local law. The fuel subsidiaries then pump the fuel to Hartsfield Airport in Clay:,,; ALA. CODE § 40-17-31(d)(4)(1991).
37 See ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 41-1521 to -1528 (1992).
'" Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 144.120 (Michie/Bobbs-Merrill 1991).
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ton County where their parent airlines, the end users, take
delivery of the fuel and are not subject to the two percent
Fulton County tax.
Previously, California and Kentucky had laws similar to
those in Georgia which encouraged airlines to use fuel
subsidiaries to minimize taxes. After a change in law that
limits the tax benefits of using fuel subsidiaries, airlines
no longer use fuel subsidiaries in California for domestic
fuel purchases. It continues, however, to be beneficial to
purchase "international exempt" fuel using fuel subsidiaries. California law requires that "international exempt"
sales of jet fuel must be directly into the tank of the aircraft and not placed "in storage. '39 However, airlines can
purchase fuel in advance through their fuel subsidiaries
and still qualify for the exemption. Furthermore, fuel
subsidiaries in Kentucky are no longer being used after
Revenue Cabinet, Kentucky v. Epsilon Trading Company, Inc. ,4"
which held: "To allow this exemption would be to elevate
'4
form over substance. 1
The eighth and final special concept concerns "bunkering" fuel, which occurs when an airline carries an excess
of fuel in its tanks into a state to avoid having to "fill up"
with fuel in that state. Airlines try to bunker fuel into
states with high taxes to minimize fuel purchases in those
states. Bunkering, however, produces a tradeoff in efficiencies because carrying the extra fuel is expensive and
hinders "load factors," the ability of the aircraft to carry
passengers and freight. These factors may outweigh the
benefits of reduced fuel taxes.42
"' CAL. REV. & TAX. CODE § 6357.5 (West Supp. 1992); CAL. CODE REGS.
§ 1621 (West 1992).
4,) No. 87-CI-1484 (May 9, 1988), afd, 775 S.W.2d 937 (Ky. Ct. App. 1989).
41 Id.
4- Bunkering often referred to as tankering in airline matters, is a concept that
began with ships and was later applied to trains. Both ships and trains are better
able to bunker fuel than airlines because their carrying costs are significantly
lower than the airplane carrying costs. Airlines bunker fuel primarily where there
are short-haul services. For example, Boston's three largest airlines had many
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THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S ROLE IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF JET FUEL TAXATION

The United States Constitution is the starting point for
understanding the role that the federal government has
played in the development of state taxation of aviation
fuel.43 The Constitution is the source for all federal
power, and all powers not impliedly or expressly deleshort-haul flights conducive for bunkering in 1985 because 73% of all flights were
less than 500 miles.
The financial impact of bunkering by airlines was noted in a report of the Florida Legislature (December 1984), which reduced its five year estimate of revenues
based on bunkering:
The overall consumption figures have been lowered from the May
estimate to reflect a phenomenon known as tankering-jetliners in
effect "top off their tanks" in Atlanta or other non-tax locations and
thereby reduce the amount of fuel which they purchase in Florida
REPORT OF THE JOINT LEGISLATIVE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE OF THE FLORIDA

LEGISLATURE, (December 1984).
In addition, the FAA requires that all aircraft carry a certain amount of excess
fuel to fly to a specified alternate airport and land there with reserves on board

equal to those normally required for the original destination. This is not
"bunkered fuel."
4-1 Because earlier cases and legislation predated the emergence ofjet fuel, the
term avgas is used interchangeably with jet fuel in discussing aviation fuel taxes.
Aviation fuel consists of avgas and jet fuel. Prior to the emergence of jet aircraft,
avgas, a gasoline derivative, was the primary fuel for the airline industry. Jet fuel,
a kerosene derivative used to power gas turbine aircraft engines (turbo jets), replaced avgas as the primary fuel in the latter part of the 1950's.
A report prepared by the Aviation Advisory Committee of the American Petroleum Industries Committee, discusses the development of modern jet fuel:
In the United States Boeing's 707.jet transport ... will be given its
flight tests in July of 1954. Convair has made extensive tests with
turboprop engines mounted on the CV-340 and has completed two
experimental models of a four turbo-prop engined seaplane for the
U.S. Navy. This activity highlights the rapidity with which airframe
manufacturers are resolving the problems of adapting jet engine
power to civilian transport aircraft and also foreshadows the increased demand for jet fuel. It is believed that the airline industry

will advocate an expensive jet fuel similar toJP-l. As yet there is no
definitivejet fuel refined expressly for commercial operations in the
United States but in the absence of such a fuel the present tax analysis assumes that JP- I or a product with a similar characteristics will
be used.
AMERICAN PETROLEUM INDUS. COMM., AVIATION ADVISORY COMM., TAXATION OF

JP-I (June 1954).
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gated are reserved to the people and the states." Under
the Constitution, the federal government has been
granted the explicit power to tax, 45 and state governments
have a reserved power to tax. This reserved power is unlimited with the qualification that it may not conflict with
other provisions of the Constitution. 4 6 The two provi-

sions that have been most influential in the development
47
of the taxation of aviation fuel are the Commerce Clause
and the Supremacy Clause.48
The Commerce Clause prohibits states from making
laws that burden interstate commerce and is an implied
restriction on the state taxing power. 49 Historically,
courts have sustained state laws taxing aviation fuel over
allegations that they infringe on the implied restriction
from taxation created by the Commerce Clause. 5' These
Commerce Clause cases covering taxation of aviation fuel
fall into three groups.
The first group concerns state taxes on aviation fuel
44 McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316 (1819); U.S. CONST. amend.

X.

I, § 8, cl. 1.
See Union Pac. R.R. v. Peniston, 85 U.S. (18 Wall.) 5, 29 (1873). The court
stated:
[T]he taxing power of a State is one of its attributes of sovereignty;
... it exists independently of the Constitution of the United States,
and underived from that instrument, and ... it may be exercised to
an unlimited extent upon all property, trades, business, and avocations existing or carried on within the territorial boundaries of the
State, except so far as it has been surrendered to the federal government, either expressly or by necessary implication...
Id. at 29. The federal and state taxing powers are largely co-extensive. The
prohibitions against tonnage, import and export duties are the only express constitutional restrictions on the states' taxing powers and the only instances of an
express surrender of that power to the national government.
4" U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl.3.
48 U.S. CONST. art. VI, cl.2.
"' U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl.3. The Commerce Clause, even in the absence of
congressional legislation, is a limitation on the power of the state to legislate, no
matter what state interest gives rise to its legislation. This is because the Commerce Clause is not merely an authorization for Congress to enact laws for the
protection and encouragement of commerce among the states, but by its own
force it creates an area of trade free from interference by the states.
51,See, e.g., Edelman v. Boeing Air Transport Inc., 298 U.S. 249, 253 (1933);
Eastern Air Transport v. South Carolina Tax Comm'n, 285 U.S. 147, 153 (1932).
45 U.S. CONST. art.
41
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sales. These cases hold that aviation fuel taxes are permitted because they are not a direct burden on interstate
commerce. In Eastern Air Transport v. South Carolina Tax
Commission.,5 ' the Supreme Court upheld a South Carolina
tax on aviation fuel that was used in planes which transited the state in interstate commerce and stopped at several places in the state, but transported no passengers or
freight between those places. 52 The Court decided that,
whether the tax was viewed as a tax upon property or as
an excise tax, it was not a direct burden on interstate commerce and was within the state tax power.5" The Court
stated:
Undoubtedly, purchases of goods within a State may form
part of transactions in interstate commerce and hence be
entitled to enjoy a corresponding immunity .... But the
mere purchase of supplies or equipment for use in conducting a business which constitutes interstate commerce
is not so identified with that commerce as to make the sale
immune from a non-discriminatory tax imposed by the
State upon intrastate dealers. There is no substantial distinction between the sale of gasoline that is used in an airplane in interstate transportation and the sale of coal for
the locomotives of an interstate carrier, or of the locomotives and cars themselves bought as equipment for interstate transportation. A non-discriminatory tax upon local
sales in such cases has never been regarded as imposing a
direct burden upon interstate commerce and has no
greater or different effect ... than a general property tax
to which all those enjoying the protection of the State may
be subjected. 5 4
Thus, states may tax aviation fuel sales which occur in
their respective states.

The second group concerns state taxes on the storage
and withdrawal from storage of aviation fuel for use in interstate commerce. These cases hold that the Commerce
5, 285 U.S. 147
Id. at 153.
I5

:,IId. at 152.
54

Id. at 152-53.

(1932).
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Clause permits taxes on such fuel. Edelman v. Boeing Air
Transport, Inc. 55 involved a Wyoming tax on aviation fuel
where part of the fuel had been purchased outside of the
state and stored at the airport until withdrawn and used
by planes in interstate commerce. By administrative ruling, the tax applied when the fuel was withdrawn from
storage. The Supreme Court held that, where an airline
purchases and stores aviation fuel for its subsequent use
in interstate commerce, neither the purchase nor the storage of the fuel is exempt from state taxes, notwithstanding that the fuel's ultimate function is56 to generate power
for carrying on interstate commerce.
The third group concerns taxes levied upon aviation
fuel only consumed or "burned" in the state. The leading
case in this group is Helson v. Kentucky, 5 7 which involved
fuel used by a ferry boat. The Supreme Court struck
down a Kentucky tax levied on all fuel used within the
state when the tax applied to fuel purchased in Illinois
and consumed primarily on Kentucky waters by a taxpayer
operating an exclusively interstate ferry business between
Kentucky and Illinois. 58 The Supreme Court held that
this tax was a direct burden upon the privilege of interstate commerce. 59 Thus, states may not tax aviation fuel
289 U.S. 249 (1933).
Id. at 253. The validity of a tax upon the act of withdrawing motor fuel from
storage even though the ultimate use was in interstate commerce had been approved shortly before in a railroad case, Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Ry. v.
Wallace, 288 U.S. 249 (1933). The constitutionality of the Wyoming tax was affirmed on the strength of this precedent.
57 279 U.S. 245 (1929).
- Id. at 252.
59 Id. The Court stated:
The tax is exacted as the price of the privilege of using an instrumentality of interstate commerce. It reasonably cannot be distinguished from a tax for using a locomotive or a car employed in such
commerce. A tax laid upon the use of the ferryboat, would present
an exact parallel. And is not the fuel consumed in propelling the
boat an instrumentality of commerce no less than the boat itself?. A
tax, which falls directly upon the use of one of the means by which
commerce is carried on, directly burdens that commerce. If a tax
cannot be laid by a state upon the interstate transportation of the
subjects of commerce, as this Court definitely has held, it is little
more than repetition to say that such a tax cannot be laid upon the
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that is consumed in their respective states but not
purchased or stored there.
In summary, these three groups of Commerce Clause
cases support the right of states to tax aviation fuel that is
sold or withdrawn from storage but not merely consumed
in their respective states.
The other major constitutional provision affecting the
development of state taxation ofjet fuel is the Supremacy
Clause.60 The Supremacy Clause states that the federal
government is the supreme authority on the laws of the
United States and, in the case of a conflict between federal
and state law, the federal law will prevail. 6 Thus, a federal law that is constitutional under the Commerce Clause
may limit or preempt a state aviation fuel tax by virtue of
the Supremacy Clause.
Since at least the early 1940's, federal agencies and departments have advocated congressional limitation of
state aviation fuel taxes. In 1945, the Civil Aeronautics
Board (CAB) reported that state taxation of aviation fuel
was burdensome on the industry.62 The CAB report
stated:
Burdensome taxation is found by the present investigation
to exist with respect to aviation-fuel taxes. As applied to
air carriers, aviation-fuel taxes are in their effects differential and discriminatory taxes. They directly affect the cost
of air-carrier operations; if uniformly applied by all of the
states at the average rate which prevailed in those states
having aviation-fuel taxes air carriers would be hampered
in their attempts to reduce costs and to expand their servuse of a medium by which such transportation is effected. "All restraints by exactions in the form of taxes upon such transportation,
or upon acts necessary to its completion, are so many invasions of
the exclusive power of Congress to regulate that portion of commerce between the States."
Gloucester Ferry Co. v. Pennsylvania, 114 U.S. 196, 214 (1885). Id. (citations
omitted).
' U.S. CoNST. art. VI, cl.2.
Id.

Letter from the Chairman of the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) to the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives (Apr. 3,
1945), reprinted in H.R. Doc. No. 141, 79th Cong., 1st Sess. 4.
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ices to the public. Aviation-fuel taxes as applied to common and
contract carriers engaged in air transportationare unrelated to any
costs which the industry imposes upon the states or to any benefits
which the states providefor air transportation.63

The report explained that state taxation of aviation fuel
developed as an inadvertent by-product of the tax imposed upon motor fuel for highway vehicles.' However,
the report found that factors which justify the fuel tax for
highway vehicles are not present in the state taxation of
aviation fuel. 65 Moreover, the CAB further explained that
municipal landing fees or rentals accomplish the same
purpose for the airlines that a highway fuel tax accomplishes for highway vehicles. 66 Thus, based on these facts,
the CAB report concluded:
[N]o sound case can be made for the state taxation of aviation fuel used in interstate commerce. The air carriers are
already making the user contributions which the highway
63 Id. (emphasis added).
61 Id. at 62. The report elaborated:
Regardless of legal form or the manner in which imposed, gasoline

taxes are properly regarded as highway-user levies. Together with
motor vehicle licenses, mileage and weight taxes, they have been
adopted by the several states on the theory that the major cost of
providing roads and streets for the use of motor vehicles should be
borne by vehicle operators. Explicit recognition is given to this fact
in the majority of the states by the provisions for exemption or refund of the tax on non-highway use of fuel.
Id.
Id. at 63. In so concluding, the CAB noted that:
The states have made relatively small contributions to the cost of
constructing and maintaining airports and other facilities used in
commercial aviation. The federal government and the municipalities have generally shared the financing of such investments. The
federal fuel tax may properly be regarded as a satisfactory means for
recouping the desired portion of federal expenditures involved in
the construction and maintenance of airways. The localities have
employed an entirely different type of arrangement for determining
the user contribution to the facilities they furnish. In their proprietary relationship, they have negotiated contracts with air carriers
providing for rentals and landing fees. These rentals and fees are,
or can be, fixed to recover part or all of the cost of the various services and facilities furnished. They provide a sound and direct means
for establishing user contributions.
Id.
Id.
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carriers make in their gasoline taxes (and other user
taxes). State taxes on aviation fuel used in interstate commerce are in fact unjustified excises, or "differential
taxes," which are inequitable and inappropriate.67
At about the same time, the Department of Treasury
(DOT) reached the same conclusion, 68 stating that "airlines are essentially interstate and of great federal interest; the industry should not be subject to the incubus of
multiple taxation." 69 The DOT explained that it is the
role of the federal government to balance state and local
airline taxes.
While the states can and should do something through reciprocal legislation to reduce the amount of multiple taxation, the main impetus for improvement will probably
have to come from the federal government. This means
some interference with state and local independence but in the long
run it will support such independence. It is a case of amputating

a finger to preserve an arm... Increasingly, multiple taxation acts as an unfortunate penalty upon cosmopolitan
ownership and business, a sort of trade barrier, which it is
the natural role of the federal government to prevent. It
should not shirk its proper task in this matter. 7°
To accomplish this balance, the Treasury report recommended "exclusive federal taxation of fuel used in aviation, and exclusive state taxation of other motor fuel." ' 7'
The DOT believed such action to be "appropriate for the
federal government, since aviation is essentially an interstate enterprise .... 72
Shortly after the issuance of the CAB and Treasury reports, Congress enacted a uniform federal tax on air
transportation to fund grants-in-aid for construction, development, and improvement of airports, thereby reduc, Id. at 64.
'

FEDERAL,

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT RELATIONS, S.

Cong., 1st Sess. 36-37 (1943).
w, Id. at 241.
7,,
Id. at 36-37 (emphasis added).
71 Id. at 18.
72 Id.

Doc. No. 69, 78th
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ing the need for states or localities to impose aviation fuel
taxes.7" Although the federal government sought voluntary state action, states continued to impose aviation fuel
taxes. The Ways and Means Committee made the observation a decade later in a statement to Congress that this
voluntary coordination was not succeeding because of the
states' reluctance to limit their taxation of aviation fuel.7 4
The burden of federal, state, and local taxation of aviation fuel was the subject of a 1957 report by the airline
industry. 75 This report arrived at the same conclusion as
the federal reports from the early 1940's, namely, that
Congress needed to preempt state and local aviation fuel
taxation. The report stated:
Unfortunately, the states and localities still taxing [aviation] fuel have come to depend on revenues thereby obtained to support airport development programs and the
like. Opposition to removal has become more and more
adamant, and the number of jurisdictions which threaten
to re-enter the aviation fuel tax field seems to increase
with every legislative cycle....
A federal government reluctant to abandon revenue
sources of any kind can hardly be expected to give up aviation fuel taxation and abandon the field to the exclusive
use of the states. Such facts suggest there is a renewed
need for Congressional action to prohibit state and local
aviation fuel taxation... 76
Nevertheless, Congress failed to act, and state and local
taxes continued to grow. In addition to aviation fuel
taxes, many state and local governments imposed head
taxes,7 7 gross receipts taxes, service charges, and other
special taxes and charges on air transportation. Of these
taxes, the head tax was the one which caused Congress to
73 I.R.C. § 4261 (West 1992).
74 H.R. REP. No. 2519, 82nd Cong., 2d Sess. 78-80 (1953).
75 Earl Putnam, ATA Staff Study, Federal Power Under the Constitution to Pro-

hibit State and Local Taxation of Aviation Fuel (1957) (on file with the author).
74 Id. at 12.
77 The term "head taxes" is commonly used to denote airport user charges,
which are fees associated with enplaning or deplaning passengers.
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finally take action. The head tax had become the most
burdensome state tax at that time. Although fuel taxes
were also burdensome, the cost of fuel at this time was
very low and the taxes were relatively small. Furthermore, many states were not yet charging an aviation fuel
tax.
To understand the current burden of state jet fuel taxes
and the congressional action that needs to be taken, an
understanding of the head tax issue is essential. In the
absence of federal pre-emption, head taxes are legitimate
state taxes. In Evansville-VanderburghAirport Authority District v. Delta Airlines, Inc. ,78 Indiana imposed an enplaning
fee of one dollar per commercial air carrier passenger to
help defray the costs of airport construction and maintenance. The airlines argued that a head tax violated the
Supremacy Clause because Congress had already established a uniform federal tax on air transportation. Furthermore, the airlines argued that the head tax violated
the Commerce Clause because, if the Indiana fee was sustained, there would be a proliferation of head tax charges
in airports across the country. This would greatly upset
the balance of federal and state taxation of airlines and
burden the airlines and interstate commerce. Thus, the
airlines concluded that the potential proliferation was itself sufficient reason to adjudge the charges as violative of
the Commerce Clause.
The Supreme Court disagreed and held that the head
tax was permissible unless Congress specifically indicated
otherwise. 79 The Supreme Court held that this fee may be
constitutionally imposed regardless of the uniform federal
transportation tax:
We conclude, therefore, that the provisions before us impose valid charges on the use of airport facilities constructed and maintained with public funds. Furthermore,
we do not think that they conflict with any federal policies
furthering uniform national regulation of air transporta-

7 405 U.S. 707 (1972).
79 Id. at 721.
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tion. No federal statute or specific congressional action or
declaration evidences a congressional purpose to deny or
pre-empt state and local power to levy charges designed to
help defray the costs of airport construction and
maintenance.8 °
The Supreme Court also held that the head tax supports
the constitutionally permissible objective of having interstate commerce bear its fair share of the costs of airport
construction and maintenance for the purpose of aiding
interstate.air travel. 8 ' The Court concluded that if Congress wished to preempt head taxes, their intent should
be more specific, and "until Congress chooses to enact a
nation-wide rule, the power will not be denied to the
State(s)." 82
As the airlines predicted, head taxes proliferated following the Evansville- Vanderburgh Airport decision. By
1973, over fifty-eight airports had enacted head taxes.83
In response, Congress enacted a "national rule" in section 1113 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, which was
codified as section 1513.84 Section 1513 states:
(a) No state . . . shall levy or collect a tax, fee, head

charge, or other charge, directly or indirectly, on persons
traveling in air commerce or on the carriage of persons
traveling in air commerce or on the sale of air transportation or on the gross receipts derived therefrom ....
(b) Except as provided in subsection (d) of this section,
nothing in this section shall prohibit a State ...

from the

levy or collection of taxes other than those enumerated in
subsection (a) of this section, including property taxes, net
so Id. at 720-21.
,' Id. at 721-22.

Id. at 722 (citing Freeman v. Hewit, 329 U.S. 249, 253 (1946)).
"I Public acceptance of the head tax remained limited. The turning point came
with the Philadelphia head tax in 1972. Philadelphia had imposed a $2.00 charge
on all arriving and departing passengers. The first day the charge was levied long
lines of passengers refused to pay the tax. As Congress was reviewing whether to
intervene, a representative of the Philadelphia city government provided the catalyst for Congress' decision to act. He angered Congress with his attitude that
Congress had not responded to the Court's decision in the Indiana case and, thus,
should not interfere with the Philadelphia tax.
81 49 U.S.C.A. app. § 1513 (West Supp. 1992) [hereinafter section 1513].
82
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income taxes, franchise taxes, and sales or use taxes on the
sale of goods or services.... 5
Section 1513 was readily applied to preempt head
taxes. In Allegheny Airlines, Inc. v. City of Philadelphia,86 the
court stated:
[Section 1513] has undeniably preempted any state, or local, intervention in the field of airport head taxes. The Act
renders constitutionally invalid and impermissible existing
state or local airport head taxes. The Federal Government, having exercised its express constitutional authority
over interstate commerce, that field is not available for
state or local action.87
Furthermore, Congress had quietly included gross receipts taxes in its list of items prohibited by section 1513.
Subsequently, the courts interpreted section 1513 expansively as illustrated by three cases. In Aloha Airlines,
Inc. v. Director of Taxation,88 the Court invalidated a Hawaii
public service franchise tax on airlines' gross receipts,
notwithstanding statutory language describing it as a
property tax. 89 Next, in Air Transport Ass'n & DHL v. Department of Revenue, 90 the court invalidated the gross receipts tax as applied to air transportation. Finally, in Air
Transport Ass'n v. New York State Department of Taxation and
Finance,9 ' the New York gross receipts tax was held
92
unconstitutional.
Although section 1513 appeared to sanction state aviation fuel taxes, the issue was not initially clear. The
House and Senate reports which accompanied the bill appear to have intended that section 1513 preempt aviation
ld.
Is
86309 A.2d 157 (Pa. 1973).
87 Id. at 159. See also Arizona Dep't of Revenue v. Cochise Airlines, 626 P.2d
596 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1980).

8s 464 U.S. 7 (1983).

Id. at 14.
No. 87-2888 (Dec. 1, 1987) (Fla. Cir. Ct. 1987).
91458 N.Y.S.2d 709 (N.Y. App. Div.), afd, 453 N.E.2d 548 (N.Y.), cert. denied,
464 U.S. 960 (1983).
1 Id. at 711.
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fuel excise taxes. 9 3 The House report stated: "This prohibition will ensure that passengers and air carriers will be
taxed at a uniform rate by the Federal Government, and will
not be subject to the various user taxes being levied in a
number of jurisdictions across the country."94 The Senate report stated:
In accepting a greater Federal role and responsibility in
airport development the [Commerce] Committee has also
acted to prohibit local taxation on passengers or on the
carriage of passengers. We believe such taxation to be insystem funded in
imical to the development of a national
95
large part by uniform federal taxes.
Nevertheless, when the issue was eventually raised before
the Supreme Court in Wardair Canada, Inc. v. Florida Department of Revenue, 6 the Court held that section 1513 did
not apply to jet fuel taxes. The Court stated that "not only
is there no indication that Congress wished to preclude
state sales taxation of airline fuel, but, to the contrary, the
Act expressly permits states to impose such taxes ...
[Section 1513] addresses the issue of 'State taxation of air
commerce .... 97
Yet Congress reaffirmed its belief in the continued burden of state and local aviation fuel taxes as evidenced in
section 511 of the Airport and Airway Improvement Act
of 1982.98 After adoption of section 1513, states and localities continued to tax aviation fuel with tax revenues
being used for projects unrelated to air transportation.
Section 511 was enacted to insure that these revenues, as
well as revenues from all air-user taxes, would be expended only for the expansion, improvement, and main93 See H.R. REP. No. 157, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 3 (1973); S. REP. No. 12, 93d
Cong., ist Sess. 26 (1973), reprinted in 1973 U.S.C.C.A.N. 1434, 1455.
94 H.R. REP. No. 157, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 3 (1973) (emphasis added).
95 S. REP. No. 12, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 26 (1973), reprinted in 1973 U.S.C.C.A.N.
1434, 1455.
96 477 U.S. 1 (1986).
97 Id. at 6.
9' Pub. L. No. 97-248, § 511, 96 Stat. 611, 686 (1982) (codified as amended at
49 U.S.C.A. app. § 2210 (Supp. 1991)) [hereinafter section 511].
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tenance of the nation's air transportation system. 99 The
Act directs that these taxes must be placed in a trust fund
in the United States Treasury' 0 0 and establishes programs
to ensure the continued safe operation of the nation's airspace system.1 0 1 Section 511(a)(12) originally stated:
[A]ll revenues generated by the airport, if it is a public airport, will be expended for the capital or operating costs of
the airport, the local airport system, or other local facilities which are owned or operated by the owner or operator of the airport and directly related to the actual
transportation of passengers or property: Provided, however,
That if covenants or assurances in debt obligations issued
[before September 3, 1982,] by the owner or operator of
the airport, or provisions [enacted before September 3,
1982,] in governing statutes controlling the owner or operator's financing, provide for the use of the revenues
from any of the airport owner or operator's facilities, including the airport, to support not only the airport but
also the airport owner or .operator's general debt obligations or other facilities, then this limitation on the use of
all other revenues generated by the airport [and, in the
case of a public
airport, local taxes on aviation fuel] shall
0 2
not apply.'
There were two problems concerning the scope of section 511. The first problem was whether section 511 restricted the use of aviation fuel tax revenues to airport
projects. The issue arose in 1985 in Massachusetts. The
state legislature enacted legislation that imposed a $.05
per gallon excise tax upon jet fuel that was loaded into
aircraft in that state.' 0 3 The purpose for this legislation
was to raise revenues for off-airport services, unrelated to
aviation, for the City of Boston. The Airport and Airway
Improvement Act did not define the word revenues. Furm, S. REP.

No. 494, 97th Cong., 2d Sess., vol. 2, at 38 (1982), reprintedin 1982

U.S.C.C.A.N. 1156, 1189.

1' Pub. L. No. 97-248, Title V, §§ 506-07, 96 Stat. 671, 677-81 (1982) (codified
as amended at 49 U.S.C. app. §§ 2205-2206 (Supp. 1991)).
...49 U.S.C. § 2210 (1982).
1"12 Id. § 2210(12).
1: H.R. 6391, 1985 Legis., Reg. Sess., 1985 Mass. Acts.
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thermore, the Act's legislative history did not specify how
broad a meaning Congress ascribed to that word.
In analyzing this legislation, the airline industry was uncertain whether section 511 restricted the use of the revenues to airline-related services. Although the legislative
history addressed the purpose of section 511 (a)(12), it did
not offer a thorough explanation of that provision. The
Senate report concerning this legislation stated that the
"all revenues" provision was "designed to ensure that airport systems which [were] receiving federal assistance
[were] utilizing all locally generated revenue for the systems which they operate." 0 4 The conference report summarized the Senate's intention by stating that "airport
users should not be burdened with 'hidden taxation' for
unrelated municipal services."'' 15 Without a clear definition of revenues, the airlines interpreted the term to include proceeds used for off-airport services unrelated to
aviation.
In a similar matter concerning Denver's Stapleton International Airport, the Department of Transportation
(DOT) offered an alternative interpretation.10 6 The DOT
interpreted the term as not applying to fuel tax revenues. 10 A Denver sales tax applied to aviation gasoline
sales at Stapleton and the tax proceeds went to a general
fund which supported various municipal expenditures.
The Federal Aviation Administration concluded that the
tax violated the "all revenues" provision of section
511 (a) (12) and, therefore, Stapleton was ineligible for further Airport and Airway Improvement Act grants. 0 8 The
DOT General Counsel, however, concluded that the term
I0 S. REP. No. 494, 97th Cong., 2d Sess., vol. 2, at 28 (1982), reprinted in 1982
U.S.C.C.A.N. 1178.
I(A H.R. REP. No. 760, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. 712 (1982), reprinted in 1982
U.S.C.C.A.N. 1474.
1(16Memorandum from the General Counsel of the Department of Transportation to the Chief Counsel of the FAA (Jan. 13, 1983) (on file with author) [hereinafter D.O.T. Memorandum].
107 Id.

1- Id.
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revenues did not encompass tax revenues, leaving Stapleton eligible to receive federal grants." 9
The DOT General Counsel's analysis examined the
practical problems that resulted from the FAA's interpretation of section 511 (a)(12) and reviewed the statute's legislative history. The General Counsel stated that, if
Congress had wished to prohibit state and local jurisdictions from imposing taxes similar to Denver's tax, Congress most likely would have proscribed the tax in 49
U.S.C. app. § 1513(b).1" 0 In that provision, Congress
enumerated the taxes and fees that states could impose
upon airline-related activities."' Furthermore, the General Counsel interpreted the legislative history of section
511, and particularly the conference report, as indicating
congressional intent to limit the use of fees and charges
collected at an airport, rather than to limit the use of
taxes. 1 1 2 Under this rationale, the Massachusetts jet fuel
tax was also a proper tax, although the revenues of the tax
were used by the City of Boston for off-airport services
unrelated to aviation.
Congress responded to this confusion by amending section 511(a)(12) to specifically limit the use of revenues
from jet fuel taxes." 3 Congress changed the section to
read: "[A]II revenues generated by the airport, if it is a
public airport, and any local taxes on aviationfuel (other than
taxes in effect on December 30, 1987) will be expended for the
capital or operating costs of the airport .... ,"'
After the amendment, it is now inconsistent with federal
grant obligations for a local government to impose a sales
tax on aviation fuel sold at an airport of which it is a spon109Id.
111

Id

49 U.S.C. app. § 1513(b) (1988) (including property taxes, net income taxes,
franchise taxes, and sales and use taxes).
112 D.O.T Memorandum, supra note 106.
- Airport and Airway Safety and Capacity Expansion Act of 1987, Pub. L. No.
100-223, § 109, 101 Stat. 1499 (1987) (codified as amended at 49 U.S.C. app.
§ 2210 (1988)).
1,4Id. (emphasis added).
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sor so it can use monies derived from the tax to support
non-aviation activities. There is a grandfathered exception to this rule for local fuel taxes in effect at the time of
this legislation." 5 Thus, Denver's revenues from its tax
on jet fuel may be applied to the general fund. Another
6
important grandfathered fuel tax is in effect in Chicago."
The second problem concerning the scope of section
511 was whether section 511 restricted state as well as local tax revenues on jet fuel to aviation-related projects.
The issue was addressed by the FAA in a letter" 7 to the
Senator from the State of Washington after the state proposed taxing aircraft fuel at the rate of $.10 per gallon
with the increase going to fund housing and human services programs." 8 In the letter, the FAA stated that both a
state and a local tax on aviation fuel imposed to support
non-aviation activities is "inconsistent with Federal grant
obligations undertaken by the public sponsor of every
Federally funded airport upon which the tax is collected"
and that
"the State of Washington may not impose a State sales tax
on aviation fuel sold on an airport, when the monies derived from the tax would be used to fund non-aviation activities such as human services, without jeopardizing the
grant compliance status of Federally funded airports in the
State of Washington."' 19
The letter explained that monies from such a tax would
have to be spent to support either (1) the "capital or operating costs of the airport, the local airport system, or
other local facilities which are owned or operated by the
11I

Id.

116See infra text following note 267.
"17 Letter from Gregory S. Walden, Chief Counsel of the FAA, to The Honorable Slade Gorton, United States Senate (Jan. 11, 1990) (on file with ATA) [hereinafter FAA Letter to Gorton].
-, H.B. 3100, 1990 Leg., Reg. Sess., 1990 Wash. Laws. This bill was quite
similar to H.B. 2205, 1989 Leg., Reg. Sess., 1989 Wash. Laws, from the previous
legislative session. See also infra notes 440-44 and accompanying text (discussion
of State of Washington jet fuel taxes); notes 219-25 and accompanying text (discussion of general fund or limited fund in Colorado).
I9

FAA Letter to Gorton, supra note 117.
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owner or operator of the airport and directly and substantially related to the actual air transportation of passengers
or property...." within the meaning of section 511 (a) (12);
or (2) a "State aviation program" or "noise mitigation"
measures on or off the airport, within the meaning of section 511(d). 20 The FAA letter further explained that
"[Section 1513] of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 expressly permits states to impose such taxes. Even though
[Section 1513] expressly permits states to enact a state
aviation fuel tax, we find, however, that Section
511(a)(12) applies to State taxes on aviation fuel. If it
were otherwise, Section 511(d) of the 1982 Airport Act
would be rendered meaningless." 121
Amended section 511(d) of the Airport Act states:
"Nothing in subsection (a)(12) of this section shall preclude the use of State taxes on aviation fuel to support a
State aviation program or preclude use of airport revenue
on or off the airport for noise mitigation purposes. "122
Thus, section 511 (d) expands the uses of state tax monies
derived from aviation fuel taxes to include "aviation program(s)" and "noise mitigation [measures]" on or off the
airport. In other words, section 511 (d) expands the limitations of section 511 (a) (12) to include additional legitimate uses for monies derived from a State aviation fuel
tax. It follows that Congress, having expressly permitted
two specific uses of aviation fuel tax monies, necessarily
excluded other non-airport-related purposes. Therefore,
the FAA letter expansively interpreted section 511 to restrict the use of proceeds from both state and local jet fuel
taxes to aviation-related projects. Thus, although section
1513 permits the states to tax jet fuel, section 511 restricts
Id.
Id. See 49 U.S.C. app. § 1513(b) (1988); see also Wardair Canada, Inc. v. Florida Dep't of Revenue, 477 U.S. 1 (1986) (upheld state tax on aircraft fuel); Rocky
Mountain Airways, Inc. v. Pitkin County, 674 F. Supp. 312 (D. Colo. 1987) (upheld airport imposition of reasonable charges); In re Menier, 59 B.R. 588 (Bankr.
N.D. Ohio 1986) (upheld state tax on aircraft fuel).
122 49 U.S.C. app. § 2210(d) (1988).
120
121
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the use of those revenues.1
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23

While section 511 was being interpreted, states and localities advocated that section 1513 be modified to allow
head taxes. In 1982, in conjunction with Airport and Airway Reauthorization legislation, the DOT completed and
issued a study on head taxes. By 1988, airport operators
assembled a task force and began an all-out push for head
taxes. Eventually, the Danforth-McCain legislation of
1989 provided for imposition of head taxes, known as
"passenger facility charges" or "PFCs."' 124 Other members of Congress, including Gephardt, indicated their interest in introducing legislation permitting PFCs.
The fiscal year 1990 DOT bill' 25 required the Secretary
of Transportation to conduct a study of innovative funding mechanisms and the issues associated with locally imposed capacity surcharges and the existing federal
prohibition on such charges. Based on this study, Congress included language reinstituting authority of airport
operators to levy PFCs in the Trust Fund Reauthorization
of 1990.126 Thus, PFCs, airport facility fees assessed on

aircraft operators, and taxes (such as property taxes, net
1.3 It should be noted that even if such a tax violated section 511 of the Airport
and Airway Improvement Act of 1982, it would only make the airport in the state
with such a law ineligible for federal airport grants, but would not invalidate the
tax.
124 S.REP. No. 1741, 101st Cong., 1st Sess. (1989).
2-1 Department of Transportation and Related Appropriations Act, 1990, Pub.
L. No. 101-164, 103 Stat. 1069, 1075 (1989).
IN"H.R.
REP. No. 581, 101st Cong., 2d Sess. 4 (1990), reprinted in 1990
U.S.C.C.A.N. 1388-353, 357. PFC authority was a key part of the broader legislation to authorize a big increase in Airport Trust Fund spending. This was part of a
compromise package which also obligated the DOT to establish a federal noise
policy in order to stem the growing tide of local noise restrictions. The following
section from CQ Almanac provides a summary of the PFC legislation:
President Bush achieved some of his administration's major transportation policy objectives when both chambers passed an aviation
package as part of the final budget package Oct. 27.
New airline ticket fees of up to $3 per flight and new guidelines on
aviation noise were approved by Congress as part of the budget-reconciliation legislation. (H.R.5835 - P.L. 101-508). Bush had sought
to levy a passenger ticket tax to pay for airport facility improvements....
Bush's bid to levy the ticket fees had been passed by the House in
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income taxes, franchise taxes and sales or use taxes for
the sale of goods or services) were expressly permitted. 27 Section 1513(e) separately empowers public agencies controlling airports to impose passenger facility
charges that have been authorized by the Secretary of
Transportation. Section 1513(e) states:
[E]xcept as provided in subsection (d) of this section [requiring nondiscriminatory application of property taxes],
nothing in this section shall prohibit a State ... from the

levy or collection of taxes other than those enumerated in
subsection (a) of this section, including property taxes, net
income taxes, franchise taxes, and sale or use taxes on the
sale of goods or services; and nothing in this section shall
prohibit a State ...

owning or operating an airport from

levying or collecting reasonable rental charges, landing
from aircraft operators for
fees, and other service charges
12 8
the use of airport facilities.

The statute allows a maximum of $3.00 per airport and a
$12.00 per round trip limit on PFCs.1 29 The final rule was
mandated to be promulgated by May 3, 1991 and was tied
to a national noise policy. 30 Funds were to be applied to
preapproved airport projects.' 3 '
On February 5, 1991, the FAA issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on PFCs with comments due by March
August as part of a reauthorization of the Airport and Airway Trust
Fund (H.R. 5170).
During the Senate Commerce Committee's markup of its budgetreconciliation measure, Wendell H. Ford, D-Ky., chairman of the
Aviation Subcommittee, attached his own proposal for the passenger
facility charge (PFC), but he linked it to adoption of a federal noise
policy and revision of the slot system governing takeoffs and landings at four of the nation's busiest airports.
After weeks of negotiation .

.

. a deal was struck ....

phased out the noisiest jets, so-called Stage 3 planes.
Bush Gets Parts of Aviation Package, 1990 CQALMANAC 384.
,v
121
21

49 U.S.C. app. § 1513(a) (1988).
Id. § 1513(e).
Id. § 1513(e)(1).

," Id. § 1513(e)(5)(A).
III Id. § 1513(e)(4).

The deal
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7.132 The FAA issued its final rule on PFCs in late May,
which became effective on June 28, 1991.133 The FAA approved the first PFC for the Savannah, Georgia Airport
with collection starting on July 1, 1992. As of November
1992, sixty-one airports have been approved for PFC
projects costing $5.7 billion and another seventy-two airports are seeking authorization for PFC projects costing

$4.2 billion. 134
In summary, the federal government has played an important role in the development of state taxation of aviation fuel. The Supreme Court interpreted the
Constitution to permit state taxation of aviation fuel
under the Commerce Clause unless Congress preempted
the tax under the Supremacy Clause. Although federal
agencies and departments advocated that Congress preempt such taxation, Congress has not done so. Instead,
Congress has sought to balance federal and state interests
in airline taxes. Congress first implemented a uniform
federal tax and sought voluntary state reductions in aviation fuel taxes. When this failed, Congress focused on
state head taxes and gross receipts taxes, rather than aviation fuel taxes, and implemented section 1513, popularly
known as the anti-head tax provision. Congress then
turned its attention back to aviation fuel taxes and limited
the use of these revenues to aviation-related projects.
Last year, Congress reversed itself on pre-emption of
head taxes and amended section 1513 to permit PFCs.
This sudden reversal by Congress has placed additional
burden on the airlines.
IV.

THE NEED FOR CONGRESSIONAL ACTION

When the Treasury Department' 3

5

and the CAB 136 ad-

1.1 56 Fed. Reg. 4678 (1991) (to be codified at 14 C.F.R. § 158) (proposed Feb.
5, 1991).
1-156 Fed. Reg. 24254 (1991) (codified at 14 C.F.R. § 158 (1992)).
Selected Reports of the ATA (on file at the ATA).
'.' See supra notes 68-72 and accompanying text.
'i
See supra notes 62-67 and accompanying text.
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vised Congress to preempt state jet fuel taxes in the
1940's because of the "burden" they placed upon the airlines, airline fuel taxes were quite small relative to today.
Chart D traces the historical trend of fuel taxes and illustrates that few states had airline fuel taxes at that time,
and the rates for states that did were quite low.' 37 Congress' dormant position has been interpreted by the states
as sanctioning virtually unlimited state taxation ofjet fuel.
Chart E shows that state jet fuel taxes cost the airlines
about $300 million in 1991.38 Furthermore, Chart F
shows the cost to the airlines for each one cent increase in
the price of jet fuel on a state-by-state basis.1 3 9 Not accounting for special rules such as burn-off, this chart
shows that a one cent per gallon increase in state jet fuel
taxes costs the airlines about $115 million. With current
jet fuel tax rates, and with the exclusion of special rules
such as burn-off, the potential tax burden on the airlines
is over $625 million annually. Because this chart only re140
flects twenty-five states, the total cost is even greater.
Furthermore, jet fuel taxes are only one of many taxes
imposed upon air transportation. In addition to the cus41
tomary taxes that airlines must pay as corporations,'
there are numerous special taxes imposed on air transportation. These include:
1.7 See infra part VIII.D.
',1" See infra part VIII.E.
-1' See infra part VIII.F.
140These 25 states have significant airline travel but are not necessarily those
with the highest potential jet fuel taxes.
41 These include income and franchise taxes, real and personal property taxes,
license fees, and sales and use taxes.
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Tax or Fee
ticket tax
cargo tax
international
departure tax
customs fee
immigration fee
agriculture fee
passenger facility
charge

Rate
10%
6.25%
$
$
$
$

6
5
5
2

$ 3142

TOTAL COLLECTIONS

137
Tax Burden
(in millions)
$4,376
221
217
150
183
70
1,200
$6,417143

In 1991, federal taxes and fees alone placed a burden of
over $5 billion on air transportation.1 44 Although these
are primarily "user fees" intended to be passed along to
the airline consumers rather than the airlines, the airlines
are unable to pass them on without losing business.
These added taxes raise fares and stretch price elasticity
to the point where airlines lose customers and profits.
This is evidenced by an increase in ticket tax collections of
seventeen percent with a corresponding decrease of travel
agent commissions of seven percent during the third
quarter of 199 1.
142

45

In addition to the taxes and fees listed

Maximum $3 per airport, $12 per trip.

113RobertJ. Aaronson, Former President of ATA, Speech to NASAO (Sept. 18,
1991). According to the ATA, the government could create 127,000 newjobs and
increase the U.S. Gross Domestic Product by $23 billion over five years by
enacting a series of tax and regulatory actions. ATA Press Release (Aug. 20,
1992). These include rolling back the airline ticket tax from 10% to 8% and the
tax on air cargo from 6.25% to 5%. Both taxes were increased by 25% in 1990
and have added approximately $1 billion to the annual cost of air service. These
conclusions were reached by the WEFA Group, created by the merger of Wharton
Econometric Forecasting Associates and Chase Econometrics. See WEFA GROUP,
THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF SELECTED AIRLINE TAX AND REGULATORY CHANGES ON

THE U.S. ECONOMY (May 1992) (on file with the author). WEFA also estimated
that 27,000 additional airline jobs would be created and 25 million additional
passengers would be enplaned over the five-year period. Id. According to ATA
President Jim Landry, "By rescinding or backing off the regulations and taxes we
have identified, the government could help restore the airlines to profitability and
ensure an efficient, cost-effective air transportation system for the 21st century."
"4 Selected reports of the ATA (on file at the ATA) [hereinafter ATA Reports].
145 Id.
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above, there are also other taxes upon air transportation
which vary by state but usually include the following:
* jet fuel taxes
0 catering taxes
* landing fees
* liquor taxes
* inspection fees
* tire fees
* hotel occupancy taxes * environmental fees
* port fees
In addition to the financial burden on the airlines, these
state taxes and fees place a substantial administrative
compliance burden on the airlines. Few general rules exist among the fifty states concerning how to administer jet
fuel taxes, aside from the special concepts discussed in
part 11.146
Appendix B integrates the empirical charts and the special rules for understanding jet fuel taxes with the federal
parameters that affect jet fuel taxation on a state-by-state
basis.1 47 The resulting analysis illustrates the difficulties
faced by the airlines in the administration of and compliance with jet fuel taxes. Each state has its own unique way
of interpreting and applying jet fuel taxes. For example,
some states do not have jet fuel taxes because of the traditional rationale that all motor fuel taxes must be related to
highway use. Other states treat airlines, and their use of
jet fuel, as public utilities. Still other states impose high
taxes on jet fuel to subsidize general aviation or general
fund projects.
The airline industry is too economically weak to endure
this high tax burden for long. 48 Over a fifteen month period during the last two years, 49 the airlines lost a record
six billion dollars. 50 This amount represents more than
146 See supra notes 9-42 and accompanying text. This uniqueness is apparent in
a state-by-state analysis of state jet fuel taxes. See infra part VII.B.
141 See infra part VII.B.
14, Note that the proliferation of jet fuel taxes continues, and the cost to the
industry of each one cent increase in jet fuel taxes is over $115 million. See infra
part VIII.F. In addition, the airlines face substantial regulatory commitments beyond the scope of this study.
149 Prior to the additional burden of PFCs.
150 See ATA Reports, supra note 144.
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the cumulative total of all airline industry earnings since
the inception of scheduled airline service in 1925.' 5 ' Several airlines recently entered bankruptcy, including Pan
American World Airways, Eastern Airlines, Continental
Airlines, Trump Airlines, Midway Airlines, American
West Airlines, and Trans World Airlines. In fact, about
twenty percent of all domestic airline passenger seats
were flown by bankrupt airlines in 1991.152
Most airlines have significantly reduced capital spending programs, including the acquisition of new aircraft.
Even the strongest airlines have been affected. The two
largest airlines, American Airlines and United Airlines,
have reduced capital spending programs by nearly $15
billion.'5 3 Other carriers have abandoned conservative
fiscal policies in an attempt to maintain competitiveness.
From 1987 to the end of 1991, long-term debt, including
capital leases, for the six major domestic airlines grew to
$18.4 billion from $8.19 billion.' 54 Shareholders' equity,
however, remained a flat $8.6 billion over this55 same period, signifying a lack of investor confidence.
Although the airlines are expected to show a small increase in traffic and earnings in 1992,156 the long-term fi57
nancial vitality of the industry remains uncertain.'
Congress must intervene to balance the tax burden on the
airlines to ensure their stability. One step that Congress
should immediately take towards achieving a balanced tax
burden is limiting state jet fuel taxes.
15,

Id.

152

Id.

James Ott, Airline Fiscal Morass Erases Profits and Crimps Fleet Plans, Av.
SPACE TECH., Apr. 6, 1992, at 36.
11 See ATA Reports, supra note 144.
1.'.

155

WK. &

Id.

'5 See infra part VIII.G-H.

-7 The airlines have been unable to raise fares to profitable levels without a
significant loss of business. The average profit margin for industry in America is
five percent, yet the airlines averaged only one percent through the prosperous
1980s. According to former President of the ATA, Robert J. Aaronson, excessive
taxation and regulatory charges are among the key reasons for the financial crisis
that plagues the airlines.
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO RESOLVE OR
MITIGATE THE JET FUEL TAX BURDEN
ON AIRLINES

Congress needs to take immediate action towards balancing the tax burden upon the airlines to sustain their
economic viability. The preemption of state jet fuel taxation would be fair to both the airlines and the states. Preemption would be fair to the airlines because it would
serve to offset the $1.2 billion additional tax burden on
the airlines expected from the PFCs. Preemption would
also be fair to the states because, with authority to levy
PFCs, airports have a major new source of funds. Because
jet fuel taxes raise $300 million annually, 158 and PFCs are
expected to raise over $1.2 billion, 159 states and localities
60
would recognize a net revenue gain of $900 million.'
Preemption would also alleviate the burdensome administration of jet fuel taxes, resulting in efficiency savings for both the states and the airlines. This move
toward preemption would be consistent with the recommendations of the airline industry and federal agencies
and departments, which began as far back as the 1940s.
Finally, preemption would have a revenue neutral effect
16
on the federal budget. '

's" See supra note 138 and accompanying text.
1510 See ATA Reports, supra note 144.
'i
As discussed in part IV, PFC funds are restricted to specific airport projects,

but the jet fuel taxes may or may not be restricted to airport projects. Thus, states
which have been using jet fuel taxes to offset general fund expenses would have to
seek alternative sources of revenues for this purpose. Nevertheless, this balance
would be fair, even favoring the states. States would lose a revenue source of
$300 million but gain one of $1.2 billion, while the airlines would suffer an additional tax burden of $900 million since the elasticity of prices in the marketplace is
likely to ultimately place the burden of this user fee on the airlines.
Ii Congress could take other actions to balance the tax burden upon the airlines. These actions, however, are not revenue neutral to the federal government
and may have other characteristics that make them unacceptable to Congress at
this time. One possibility is to rollback the uniform federal tax on air transportation by twenty percent to its rate prior to November 1990. A rollback would
lessen the cost of transportation and promote consumer utilization. Other possible actions include: (1) changes in the Alternative Minimum Tax; (2) restoration
of the Investment Tax Credit; (3) reinstatement of prior sourcing rules relating to
leased aircraft; (4) imposition of statutory rules to permit public utilities to lease
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Preemption should be accomplished by amending section 1513 to specifically prohibit state and local taxes on
aviation fuel under Section 1513(a). The amended section 1513 would read:
(a) No state . . . shall levy or collect a tax, fee, head
charge, or other charge, directly or indirectly, on persons
traveling in air commerce or on the carriage of persons
traveling in air commerce or on the sale of air transportation or on the gross receipts derived therefrom, including
any state or local taxes on aviationfuel.
If jet fuel taxes are preempted, section 511 would no
longer be needed to restrict the use of jet fuel tax revenues to airport projects. The intent of section 511 to restrict the use of certain taxes to airline related projects,
however, would continue to be served through
PFCs,
1 62
which are similarly restricted to airport projects.
If Congress fails to modify section 1513, Congress
should at least explicitly state its intent that section 511
limit the use of state as well as local excise tax revenues on
jet fuel to aviation projects, rather than general fund
projects. In addition, aviation projects funded by state
and local excise taxes and paid by the travelling public
should be expressly restricted to benefit the travelling
public rather than to subsidize general aviation.
Amended section 511(a)(12) should read, in part:
...all revenues generated by the airport, if it is a public
airport, and all state or local taxes on aviation fuel will be
expended for the capital or operating costs of the airports.
Taxes on aviation fuel of air carriersshall be restrictedfor use in
airport projects that will directly benefit commercial air
transportation.

Finally, if Congress fails to amend section 1513 or section
511, the airlines and state and local governments must
or finance aircraft without the tax benefits adversely affecting their rate base; and,
(5) full deductibility for per diem expenses paid to flight crews.
1112 However, because states often use jet fuel tax revenues restricted by section
511 to subsidize the cost of general aviation rather than to benefit the traveling
public, state opposition may be expected.
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learn to work together for their mutual benefit. Based on
the analyses in this study, nine recommendations are
presented for consideration by the airlines and state and
local governments.
First, airlines, states, and localities must work together
on legislation which affects the airlines. Airline input will
produce laws that are more practicable and administratively efficient for all parties. This will reduce the occurrence of shortsighted laws such as the Petroleum Products
Gross Receipts Tax Act in New Jersey,' 63 which was
passed without input from the airlines and was repealed
once the true tax consequences of the bill were explained
to New Jersey. Airline input will also reduce misinterpretations of laws. For example, Pennsylvania's interpretation of the jet fuel tax without notice to the airlines caused
significant confusion and loss of revenues to the state because airlines were uncertain how to comply. 64 This recommendation can only be realized if airlines make a
concerted effort to become involved in the state legislative
process before bills are introduced and if states do not
hastily enact legislation at the end of their legislative sessions. For the benefit of both the states and the airlines,
there should be no surprises in legislative bills that are
introduced. Legislatures and airlines must work together
more effectively to derive mutually agreeable tax plans.
This cooperation appears to be the current trend, as evidenced by the favorite son provisions recently imple65
Minnesota, 66
mented in the states of Indiana,'
Kentucky, 67 and being considered in Arizona,' 6 8 North
Carolina,' 69 and several other states and localities.
Although airlines have the most leverage in negotiating
when they can offer increased commerce and jobs to a
' See infra note 342 and accompanying text.

See
See
'" See
67 See
' See
See
'

"'

infra notes 395-96 and accompanying text.
infra notes 268-71 and accompanying text.
infra notes 319-23 and accompanying text.
infra notes 290-93 and accompanying text.
infra note 204 and accompanying text.
infra note 373 and accompanying text.
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state or locality, such as United Airlines in Indiana 7 ° or
Delta Air Lines in Kentucky,' 7' airlines can still benefit
from negotiating with existing facilities, such as Northwest Airlines in Minnesota172 or USAir in North Carolina.173 Nevertheless, states must be receptive to the
airlines' efforts to work together and should modify their
destructive conviction that airlines will always serve their
75
74
states regardless of the costs. Florida' and New York
continue to increase jet fuel taxes although several airlines based in these states were unable to maintain their
76
economic viability and recently went out of business.
Although jet fuel taxes are obviously not the sole cause
for these business failures, they added to the difficulties
faced by these airlines as well as the rest of the industry.
Second, the airlines and state and local governments
may benefit from seeking arbitrage opportunities created
by high taxes in neighboring states and localities. At the
state level, New Jersey has been able to attract more airline commerce by imposing lower fuel tax rates than the
neighboring state of New York. 177 At the local level, Clayton County, Georgia benefitted in a similar way by having
lower fuel taxes than Fulton County, Georgia. 7 At the
airport level, Dallas/Fort Worth Airport' 79 and BaltimoreWashington Airport' 80 are seeking to benefit from more
airline commerce and jobs by providing a more favorable
tax environment to airlines than their competition at Den82
ver's Stapleton Airport' 8 ' and Virginia's Dulles Airport.'
See infra notes 270-71 and accompanying text.
-T'See infra notes 290-93 and accompanying text.
112 See infra notes 322-23 and accompanying text.
'7- See infra note 373 and accompanying text.
'71 See infra notes 236-47 and accompanying text.
-r See infra notes 349-70 and accompanying text.
'7,1 Examples include Eastern Airlines, Pan American World Airways, and
Trump Shuttle. Trans World Airlines continues to operate under Chapter 11.
- See infra note 347 and accompanying text.
171 See infra notes 251-52 and accompanying text.
171, See infra note at 416-19.
170

I'l See infra notes 300-02 and accompanying text.
18, See infra notes 226-28 and accompanying text.
1'-2

See infra notes 300-02 and accompanying text.
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Third, the airlines' senior management needs to become more involved in mitigating the jet fuel tax burden.
Senior management is often unaware of the aggregate
cost ofjet fuel taxes upon profitability, yet senior management can be uniquely persuasive in negotiating with states
and localities. For example, a letter sent to the governor
of Nevada by Herbert Kelleher,' 8 3 Chairman of Southwest
Airlines, obviously caught the attention of both the governor and the media. If senior management treats jet fuel
taxes as a serious burden, states will be more sensitive to
increasing the taxes and probably more receptive to balancing this burden.
Fourth, airlines should utilize all available methods
under existing laws to minimize taxes. These methods include bunkering fuel, using bonded fuel or international
exempt fuel, strategically choosing routes, hubs, and
maintenance bases, and using fuel subsidiaries. Some aggressive airlines already staff their tax departments with
experienced CPAs and attorneys.
Fifth, airlines and states should seek to alleviate the administrative burden of jet fuel taxes. One solution to this
problem is to modify state laws concerning jet fuel invoice
processing, reporting, and rebates to allow for paperless
transactions, instead of the currently required hard copies. Paperless transactions bring savings to airlines
through more efficient processing and savings to the
states through quicker collection of revenues since float
time is reduced.
The airline industry recently joined with the oil industry
to develop a paperless transaction project known as
AVNET. The purpose of AVNET is to bring new efficiencies to the sale and delivery of aviation fuel through the
use of electronic data interchange (EDI) standards. 84 An
" Letter from Herbert D. Kelleher, Chairman of the Board, Southwest Air
Lines, to RobertJ. Miller, Governor of Nevada (1991) (on file with ATA). See also
infra text accompanying note 335.
184EDI is the computer-to-computer transmission of processable business information using standard formats. It allows most types of computers to communicate electronically without the need for hard-copy output and manual input.
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example of the cost savings achieved by implementing
paperless invoicing alone is shown with American Airlines. In 1990, American Airlines began accepting commercial invoices electronically. In October of that year,
American Airlines' estimated their monthly savings to be
several thousand dollars through saved headcount, paper
handling, storage, and office space. 85 However, because
states currently do not allow paperless transactions for audit purposes, written documents must still be used for audit purposes eliminating much of these savings.
Sixth, before further increasing jet fuel taxes, states and
localities need to consider the long-term effect that burdensome jet fuel taxes place on their state economies.
Florida once provided a favorable tax environment to attract airlines that contributed to the rapid growth of such
areas as Miami and Orlando. Florida is now seeking only
immediate revenues from the airlines for general fund
and general aviation projects. Two airlines with major
Florida operations are now bankrupt. The bankruptcies
will have an adverse effect upon commerce and jobs in the
long-term. Since each commercial aircraft supports over
140 jobs, 86 the argument could be made that the longterm cost to the Florida economy outweighs the shortterm increase in revenues.
Seventh, in determining tax policies, states and localities should consider that airlines do more to benefit their
states and localities than just pay their fair share of taxes.
For example, airlines provide a catalyst to economic
growth through their effect on interstate commerce. Convenient air service is a primary consideration to most businesses seeking new places to meet or locate. Airlines are
also becoming better neighbors, since federal law requires the airlines to have a full fleet of quieter and environmentally friendly aircraft by the year 2000. This will
cost the airlines about $180 billion over the remainder of
,,1 Interview with Kendra Martin, Manager of EDI, ATA (Mar. 1992).
186 ATA Reports, supra note 144.
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this decade, in addition to all taxes, but will environmentally benefit the states and localities they serve.
Eighth, states should not continue to tax the airlines to
subsidize projects unrelated to commercial aviation, including general aviation.
Finally, airlines need to educate states as to the purpose
and limitations of jet fuel taxes. This study could be used
as a tool that would enable states and localities to make
tax laws that more fairly balance their needs with those of
the airline industry.
VI. CONCLUSION
This study reviews how jet fuel is taxed by the states
and highlights the need for congressional action limiting
jet fuel taxation. Jet fuel is currently taxed by most states
using several different methods and an understanding of
jet fuel taxation requires more than simply reading a chart
of tax rates. Congress has continually intervened to balance the burden of federal and state taxes on the airlines,
but has recently upset this balance by permitting PFCs.
With the current tax burden added to the present economic condition of the airline industry, the airlines are
unable to operate as a profitable industry. Congressional
action is needed to restore a balanced tax burden upon
the airlines. This action should be the preemption or limitation of state taxation of jet fuel.
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APPENDIX A:
HOW STATES TAX JET FUEL-THE BASICS
Jet fuel may be taxed by the states through four methods. The first method is by an excise tax, which is considered a privilege tax assessed on the purchase of a
commodity such as jet fuel. In the case of jet fuel, excise
taxes may be imposed as either a cents per gallon tax or as
a percentage of purchase price or cost. For example:
cents per gallon
Iowa
Utah
percentage of cost
Massachusetts

$.03 per gallon
$.04 per gallon
5 percent

The second method by which a jet fuel tax may be imposed is a sales tax. A sales tax is a transaction tax usually
assessed at a stated percent of the purchase price and is
added to the invoice and collected by the vendor. For
example:
10,000 gallons @ $.55 per gallon
Sales Tax @ 7.5%
TOTAL

$5,500.00
412.50
$5,912.50

The flip side of a sales tax is a use tax, which is also a
transaction tax. It may be self-assessed by the purchaser
on the cost of jet fuel, which is purchased outside of and
shipped into a state, or billed on the invoice by the vendor. For example:
10,000 gallons @ $.50 per gallon
delivered F.O.B. at refinery
Pipeline Transportation Charge
SUBTOTAL
Use Tax @ 7.5%
TOTAL

$5,000.00
250.00
5,250.00
393.75
$5,643.75

The third method by which jet fuel tax may be imposed
is a franchise tax. Franchise taxes are related either to do-
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ing business or conducting a specific business activity and
are imposed on the privilege of carrying on the business
or activity. For example:
New York

$.08 per gallon

The fourth method by which jet fuel tax may be imposed is an inspection fee. An inspection fee is imposed
by a unit of government to support a regulatory function,
such as the monitoring and cleanup of leaking underground storage tanks. In the case of jet fuel, inspection
fees are assessed either on a per gallon or a per barrel
basis. For example:
Florida

$.80 per barrel 8 7
$.0025 per gallon
$.0075 per gallon

North Carolina
South Carolina

Jet fuel taxes may be imposed at the state level directly
or through a hybrid system, which combines both state
and local taxes. Hybrid systems exist in many states. For
example:
Arizona

Colorado

Colorado

State
Phoenix
TOTAL
State
Colorado Springs
TOTAL
State
Denver
Denver
TOTAL

$.03050 per gallon excise tax
$.01037 per gallon excise tax
$.04087 per gallon excise tax
3.0% sales tax
2.5% sales tax
5.5% sales tax
3.0% sales tax
0.7% sales tax
$.04 per gallon excise tax
3.7% sales tax plus $.04 per
gallon excise tax.

Once the jet fuel taxes for the various states have been
determined, they may be compared through an effective
rate comparison. To calculate the effective tax rates on
187

Fla. H.B. 2477, 1992 Legis., Reg. Sess. (1992).
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the purchase of fuel, the various taxes paid need to be
combined. For example:
Average Per Gallon
Cost
$.55
$.60
Colorado
State-3% sales tax
Denver-.7% sales tax
Denver-4¢/gallon
TOTAL TAX
EFFECTIVE TAX RATE
Georgia
State--4% sales tax
Atlanta-2% sales tax
TOTAL TAX
EFFECTIVE TAX RATE
North Carolina
State--4% sales tax
Local-2% sales tax
State Inspection Fee ($.0025 per

$.0165
$.0039
$.0400
$.0605
11.00%

$.0180
$.0042
$.0400
$.0622
10.37%

$.0220
$.0110
$.0330
6.0%

$.0240
$.0120
$.0360
6.0%

$.0220
$.0110
$.0025

$.0240
$.0120
$.0025

$.0355
6.45%

$.0385
6.42%

gallon)

TOTAL TAX
EFFECTIVE TAX RATE
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APPENDIX B:
STATE-BY-STATE REVIEW OF JET FUEL TAXES
ALABAMA
Alabama exempts jet fuel from its sales tax 88 but subjects it to ajet fuel tax of 1.3 cents per gallon 8 9 although
it is presently considering increasing the rate to $.023 per
gallon. 90 The revenues from the fuel tax must be used
exclusively for aviation purposes. 9 1 The major airport in
Alabama is located in Montgomery where a $.01 per gallon county tax is imposed.
For the period September 1, 1992, through August 31,
1993, the Alabama jet and turbine fuel tax rate will be increased from one cent to 1.3 cents per gallon. The Commission of Revenue adjusts the rates annually to maintain
192
specified collection levels.
Recently, Delta Air Lines successfully negotiated for an
exception from the state excise tax for any "certified or
licensed air carrier with a hub operation within this state,
for use in conducting intrastate, interstate or foreign commerce for transporting people or property by air."'19 3 At
one time, the airlines made the decision on where to locate their facilities based on existing factors. As one airline executive said: "It was like buying a car for the sticker
price." Once the decision on where to locate was announced, the airlines had significantly less leverage in negotiating special terms.
More recently, states have been much more aggressive
in courting airlines to locate airline hubs and maintenance
facilities within their borders. 94 One commentator exAtA. CODE § 40-23-4(a)(1) (Supp. 1991).
ALA. CODE § 40-17-31(d)(i)(b) (Supp. 1991).
' Ala. H.B. 702, 92d Legis., Reg. Sess. (1992).
ALA. CODE § 40-17-31(d)(3) (Supp. 1991).
192State Tax Review 8/31/92 (CCH), vol. 53, no. 35, at 18 (reporting information from a telephone conversation, Alabama Department of Revenue, Motor Fuel
Section, August 24, 1992).
-,1 ALA. CODE § 40-17-32(d)(4) (Supp. 1991). Another example of Delta's negotiating skills concerning a hub is illustrated with their facility in Kentucky. Infra
notes 290-93 and accompanying text.
1!11Perhaps the best recent examples of airlines negotiating with states for tax
'

"'
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plained why:
The answer is spelled in four letters: J-O-B-S. In a pinkslip year, airlines are promising huge job numbers at
handsome wages. Northwest is assuring Minnesota 1,500
jobs in [the] perennially depressed Iron Range . . . The
Indiana deal is supposed to yield 6,300 jobs at an average
wage of $45,000. Houston's been assured 2,500 jobs-assuming that Continental, now in bankruptcy court, stays
airborne ... It's a buyer's market for the airlines.195
Such favorite son provisions have become typical in the
taxation of jet fuel taxes as an inducement for airlines to
locate large facilities in a state. They also provide the airlines some degree of leverage in negotiating with the
state.
ALASKA
Alaska imposes a state tax on jet fuel at $.025 per gallon. 196 There is an exception, however, for international
flights for "fuel sold to, transferred to, or used on jet propulsion aircraft operating flights from the states to a foreign country, except flights to a foreign country
with
197
intermediate stops within the United States."'
At the local level, Anchorage and Fairbanks impose an
airport fee on jet fuel of $.023 per gallon, which is reduced to $.020 per gallon if the carrier is an "airport
leasehold signatory." Juneau has a local tax of $.0125 per
gallon and Ketchikan has both a sales tax of 1.5%, up to a
maximum of $15, and a port fee of $.020 per gallon. Sixty
percent of aviation fuel tax revenue, excluding collection
costs, goes to municipalities operating public airports.
As the effective rate chart reveals, 198 Alaska and its cities
breaks in exchange for agreements to invest in facilities in those states are United
Airline's maintenance base in Indiana and Northwest Airline's service facility in
Minnesota.
1'' Neal R. Peirce, In Wooing Airlines, the Sky's the Limit, BALTIMORE SUN, Dec. 16,

1991, at 7A.
1!,i ALASKA

STAT. § 43.40.010(a)(3)
197 ALASKA ADMIN. CODE, tit. 15, §
'I

See infra Part VIII.C.

(1991).
40.010(c)(13) (1991).
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have some of the highest effective rates on jet fuel in the
country. One reason to explain this may be the high level
of government involvement. Unlike most airports, Alaska
airports except Juneau, are state owned but borough operated. This is a result of the airports having been built
by the U.S. military during World War II and turned over
to the state after the war. The airlines serving Alaska have
suggested that a port authority, similar to the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, be established to
provide consistency in policies during changes in political
administrations, but no such action has yet been taken. 99
Another reason for these high effective rates is Alaska's
use of the airports as a highway infrastructure. Alaska is a
state with about 591,000 square miles but only about
550,000 people. 2 0 Air transportation is a key method of
transportation and sometimes the only method. For example, Point Barrow in the northern part of the state has
navigable waterways only about two and a half months out
of the year. The rest of the time travelers must rely exclusively upon air transportation. The state has done a very
good job of promoting the airways, but the high fuel taxes
must still be subsidized by general funds to pay for this
infrastructure.
A third reason for the high effective rates is due to the
particular nuances of Alaska's airports. For example,
Ketchikan has a high effective jet fuel tax rate, because the
airport is uniquely expensive to run. The airport is located on an island across from the city, requiring both
passengers and fuel to be ferried to the airport. In addi'9. The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey is involved in most significant aviation matters in New Jersey and New York. The major New Jersey airport,
Newark, is governed by this compact, along with the two major airports in New
York, La Guardia and Kennedy. This compact was created pursuant to Chapter
154, Laws of New York 1921, and Chapter 151, Laws of NewJersey 1921. The
purpose was to "enter into an agreement fixing and determining the rights and
obligations of the two states in and about the waters between the two states, especially in and about the bay of New York and the Hudson River." A port authority
can bring a consistency to aviation matters, which is why it is currently being
sought in Alaska.
''

COMMERCE DEPARTMENT,

BUREAU OF THE CENSUS

(1990).
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tion, there is a high union wage scale and the terminal is
being remodeled. Furthermore, the cost of fuel itself is
high in Alaska, due to the high cost of transporting it by
barge from the mainland states. Thus, jet fuel that may
cost $.65 per gallon on the mainland may cost $.95 per
gallon in Alaska.
In perspective, Alaska has some of the highest effective
rates on jet fuel, but the absolute tax burden on the airlines is low because of infrequent air travel to Alaska. For
example, the airport at Ketchikan uses only about 125,000
gallons of jet fuel per month and the airport at Juneau
uses only about 200,000 gallons of jet fuel per month.
The jet fuel consumption may be compared with the jet
fuel consumption at Seattle, which uses about 45 million
gallons per month.
ARIZONA
Arizona currently imposes a fuel tax of $.0305 per gallon, 20 1 and the revenues are applied to the general
fund.20 2 The airport at Phoenix currently has a city tax of
$.00732 per gallon and a county tax of $.00305 per gallon
for a total local tax of $.01037 per gallon.20 3 However,
the airport at Tucson is outside the city limits and is not
subject to Tucson's two percent sales tax.
On June 15, 1992, jet fuel tax bill 2211 was signed into
law by Governor Symington. This bill benefits high volume purchasers of jet fuel by reducing the jet fuel tax by
$.01 per gallon for annual purchases over 10 million gallons. Thus, for purchases over 10 million gallons, the jet
fuel tax rate is reduced to $.0205 per gallon beginning
July 1, 1992, $.0105 beginningJuly 1, 1992, and $0 beginningJuly 1, 1994.204 This variation of favorite son legisla2-1
2-12

ARIz. REV. STAT. ANN. § 42-1572 (1991).
Id. § 42-1573.

2_,3
The

county tax is the maximum allowed. Id. § 42-1482.01(A).
._,o4
The following is a list of high volume purchasers and their fuel
consumption:
America West: 98.0 million gallons
Southwest:
51.5 million gallons
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tion favors carriers who are willing to make a financial
commitment to a state but does not pose a detriment to
other carriers. Another favorite son type provision is the
enterprise zone, which has recently been created at Phoenix' Sky Harbor Airport in an attempt to attract an Alaska
Airlines maintenance base.
In 1991, Arizona changed from a sales tax to an excise
tax. This change was a politically neutral way for Arizona
to position itself for an increase in fuel tax rates. The initial change from a sales tax to an excise tax was actually
beneficial to the carriers in terms of costs per gallon of
fuel purchased. Unlike the general sales tax, however, the
excise tax is specific and can be increased on jet fuel without affecting other fuels.
ARKANSAS
In Arkansas, air carriers are assessed under the utilities
tax statute. Arkansas taxes jet fuel under its gross receipts
tax at the regular rate of 3.0% plus a local addition of
1.5% for a total state rate of 4.5%, which is applied to the
general fund.20 5 In addition, there is a local county tax of
1.0% which brings the total tax to 5.5%.
CALIFORNIA
California has become one of the most burdensome
taxing states by imposing a sales tax on jet fuel at a rate of
up to 8.25%. This includes a base rate of 6.25%, a citycounty rate of one percent and a rapid transit district rate
of one percent.20 6 The revenues are applied to the general fund, primarily for schools and highways. California
provides an exemption for "sales . . . to an air common
Delta:
16.9 million gallons
Northwest:
16.6 million gallons
USAir:
14.5 million gallons
American:
14.4 million gallons
United:
12.7 million gallons.
Telephone interview with staff of Arizona Senate (Apr. 1992).
ARK. CODE ANN. § 26-52-301 (Michie 1991).

CAL. CODE REGS. § 11598 (1991).
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carrier for immediate consumption . . .in its business as
an air common carrier on a flight whose first destination is
a foreign destination.- 2 0 7 In addition, cities and counties
are authorized by the Bradley-Burns Uniform Local Sales
and Use Tax Law 20 8 to impose a total tax of 1.25% on the
sale of tangible personal property, including jet fuel.20 9
The tax is paid with the state tax on the same reporting
form. Bradley-Burns was created to promote uniformity
in the statewide sales and use tax rates.2 10 This state-administered local sales and use tax is applicable to every
transaction, including the sale of jet fuel to aircraft.
Prior to July 15, 1991, Bradley-Burns exempted from
the state sales and use tax 80% of the 1.25% county sales
and use taxes and 100% of the 1.0% percent transit authority taxes from the sale of fuel and petroleum products
to air common carriers where the fuel was bought locally
but consumed primarily outside of the county and before
the first out-of-state destination.2 1' It is expected that almost $13 million annually will be generated from additional state sales and use taxes paid on jet fuel due to the
loss of the local Bradley-Burns exemption.
Also prior to July 15, 1991, fuel consumed by a common carrier after the first out-of-state destination qualified for an exemption. 2 For example, fuel on a flight
from Los Angeles to Denver to Japan would be taxed only
on the portion burned from Los Angeles to Denver. To
qualify for the exemption, the sale of the fuel must have
been for immediate shipment. A sale occurred when the
2017 CAL. REV. & TAX CODE § 6357.5 (West Supp. 1992). The sunset date of
January 1, 1994 on existing exemption for fuel used on international flights
passed on September 22, 1992. Cal. Assem. Bill 2396, Reg. Sess. (1991-92). The
bill also expanded flights that qualify for the international fuel tax exemption to
include domestic segments of these flights. Id.

Id. §§ 7200-7212.
Id. § 7202(a)(1).

208
2.,,

Cal. S.B. 180, 1992 Legis, Reg. Sess. (1992).
CAL. REV. & TAx CODE § 7202(a)(7) (West Supp. 1992) (the 1991 amendments to the Bradley-Burns Act removed "fuel or petroleum products from this
exemption).
212 CAL. CODE REGS. § 1621(b)(3) (1992).
210
211
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purchaser took either title to or possession of the fuel.213
An immediate shipment occurred when the seller delivered the fuel directly to an aircraft for transportation
outside California, and not for storage.2 14 Airlines established fuel subsidiaries to operate as intermediaries in response to this requirement. These subsidiaries are now
being eliminated due to the change in the law. The impact of this change is estimated to cost the airlines an additional $30 million each year.
Sales of aircraft jet fuel to common air carriers are ex215
empt from the aircraft jet fuel tax of $.02 per gallon.
This exemption, however, is actually not an exemption at
all. The California Legislature enacted it in 1967 as a tax
on general aviation to help pay for certain general aviation airports and activities which were not already being
funded by the airlines and their passengers. The military
and commercial airlines did not pay the tax since they already paid 100% of the costs for the facilities they utilized. The California Legislature, practically every year,
raises the issue of eliminating this exception and every
year it is rejected. The tax burden on airlines would increase about $60 million annually if such a tax were
imposed.
California imposes one of the most expensive and burdensome airline tax regimes in the country, and the expense and burden is not restricted to jet fuel taxes. The
airlines are forced to pass many of these taxes on to the
passenger. But due to price elasticity, there is a limit on
how much the passenger is willing to absorb through
higher fares. The balance must be absorbed by the airlines through lower or negative profits.
Furthermore, California has blamed the airline industry
for high rates, which is ironic because the state legislature
created the taxing regime which causes the high rates.
Last year, in reply to a public outcry about the high fares,
213

Id.

214

Id.

211

Id. § 1137 (1992).
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particularly between Los Angeles and San Francisco, California considered creating its own airline, fondly dubbed
"Golden Bear Airlines" or "Califlot." The idea did not
fly.
COLORADO
Similar to Arkansas, Colorado taxes airlines as a public
2 16
utility and imposes a three percent sales tax on jet fuel.
Commercial air carriers are exempt from the fuel tax of
$.04 per gallon.21 7 The revenues from the sales tax are
applied to the general fund. 1 8
The issue of whether the revenues could be applied to
the general fund or limited to airline activities was discussed in a letter from Brad Christopher, the President of
the Colorado Airport Operators Association, to Robert
Aaronson, the President of the ATA.2 19 This letter explained that on November 5, 1974, an amendment was
added to the Colorado Constitution addressing the use of
any fuel tax on aviation. 220 The Colorado Constitution
specifically states "any taxes imposed upon aviation fuel
shall be used exclusively for aviation purposes." ' 22' This
sales tax on aviation fuels was not applied for aviation
purposes, but went instead into the state's Old Age Pension Fund and General Fund.
In 1989, the Colorado Aeronautical Board (CAB) and
Colorado Airport Operators Association brought this issue to the attention of the Governor and key legislative
and administrative personnel. Since 1989, it was expressed to the agencies and elected officials that because
of the constitutional issues involved, the funds should be
used exclusively for aviation purposes. In early 1990,
other state and national associations became involved in
CoLo. REV. STAT. § 39-26-202 (1990).
Id. § 39-27-102(1)(a)(IV) (1990).
21.
Id. § 39-27-215.
21 Letter from Brad Christopher, President, Colorado Airport Operators Assoc. to Robert Aaronson, President, ATA (June. 3, 1990) (on file with author).
_220Id.
221 CoL. CONST. art. X, § 18.
216
217
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this matter and issued letters of concern to the Governor
regarding the disposition of the revenues that result from
the three percent state sales tax imposed on aviation jet
fuels. The general position was that if aviation is to be
taxed, the revenues from the tax should be used for aviation purposes, as set forth in the state constitution, rather
than used to provide additional monies for the general
fund.
In January 1990, Senate Bill 90-181 was introduced
which "require(d) the state treasurer to transfer from the
general fund to the aviation fund, on a monthly basis, an
amount equal to the sales and use taxes imposed on aviation fuel sold for use in ... jet engine aircraft" in accordance with the Constitution.222 This bill was withdrawn in
February 1990 in the absence of a formal legal opinion on
this issue by the Attorney General. In August 1990, the
Attorney General issued a formal legal opinion stating
that taxes imposed on aviation fuel may be used only for
aviation purposes. 2 3
In December 1990, the Colorado Department of Revenue (DOR) prepared an analysis of the constitutional
amendment requiring the tax on aviation fuel. The position of the DOR, in direct contradiction with the Attorney
General's formal opinion, was that "the tax is not a sales
tax and therefore, the sales tax portion is not subject to
the constitutional amendment. ' 224 The DOR analysis further explained:
On August 31, 1990, the Attorney General issued an opinion that 'excise tax' imposed on aviation fuel must be used
only for aviation purposes. The DOR believed that the
'excise tax' referred to by the Attorney General is the motor fuel tax on aviation fuel and not the sales tax on aviation fuel.225
Col. H.B. 181, 56th Legis., Reg. Sess. (1990).
Taxes Imposed on the Sale of Aviation Fuel, Opinion of Colorado Att'y Gen. No.
OLS9002864.ARQ (Aug. 31, 1990).
224 Colorado Dept of Revenue Report (Dec. 1990).
2-22
223

2-

Id.
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Thus, a sales tax is currently imposed on jet fuel, and the
proceeds go to the state's general fund.
It is difficult to imagine that Congress intended for its
restriction on the use of jet fuel revenues under Section
511 to be evaded so easily; yet, the practice has become
pervasive in many states without the judicial consideration
afforded the issue in Colorado.
The local fuel taxes in Colorado include a $.04 per gallon sales tax in Denver, a 2.75% sales tax in Grand Junction, and a 2.5% sales tax in Colorado Springs (El Paso
County). The $.04 per gallon sales tax in Denver is the
second highest in the country.2 2 6 It ranks only behind
Chicago O'Hare as the nation's most expensive location
to buy jet fuel and surpasses that of other large crosscountry hubs such as Atlanta, St. Louis, and Salt Lake
City. 227 The sales tax became effective March 1, 1989.
The argument justifying the Denver tax was that the increase was necessary to build a new airport to accommodate an increased growth in traffic, and this would, in
turn, provide thousands of new jobs, attract thousands of
new businesses, and improve the local economy. 2
There are also several arguments against the tax. First,
some argued that a new airport was not necessary because
Stapleton, the existing airport, had enough capacity for
another five to ten years of useful life, and perhaps an additional twenty year life if a new runway was added to the
airport. Second, the tax discriminates against those carriers who provide local services to the Denver area and who
must buy a greater portion of their system wide fuel there.
Third, increasing the fuel tax places Denver at a competitive disadvantage compared to other existing and burgeoning hubs, because deregulation of commercial
aviation has not only produced intense competition between airlines, but also competition between communities
2'

See infra part VIII.

227

Id.

Open Letter from Mayor F. Pena to Citizens of Denver (Jan. 17, 1989) (on
file with ATA).
21
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for increased and improved air service.229
The new airport is currently under construction, and it
is too soon to know whether the decision to build it was a
good one. Stapleton boardings and operations are down
due to the unprecedented recession in the airline industry. Also, Continental, one of the two major carriers with
hubs in Denver, is in bankruptcy, and its ability to commit
itself to space at the new airport is in question. On the
other hand, if the airline industry rebounds quickly and
flight activity in Denver greatly increases, the airport
may prove to be a wise decision. Otherwise, it will be a
mistake by the government that will burden airlines and
passengers.
CONNECTICUT
Connecticut recently eliminated its' 2.5% sales tax on
jet fuel used exclusively for aviation purposes 230 and also
exempts air carriers from the fuel tax.23 ' However, there
is a 5.0% gross receipts tax which the state authorizes fuel
vendors to pass along to the airlines on jet fuel purchases.
The recent elimination of the 2.5% sales tax on fuel follows the reduction in the rate from 8.0% in 1984, which
resulted in an increase in airline business in the state.
The purpose for eliminating the 2.5% tax was to encourage the airlines to opt for flights from Connecticut
airports, particularly Hartford Airport, thus increasing the
economic activity in Connecticut. This is an example of
the supply-side logic of reducing fuel taxes that benefits
both the airline industry and the state.23 2
DELAWARE
Delaware does not have a sales tax and exempts jet fuel
229 See infra note 420 and accompanying text for a discussion of PFCs at DallasFort Worth Airport.
210 CONN. GEN. STAT. § 12-408 (1991) repealed by S.B. 38, Reg. Sess. (1992).
2.
212

Id. § 12-462.

Connecticut's location, however, in close proximity to several other states
with high taxes, creates an opportunity that may not be available for other states.
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from the special fuel tax if the air carrier is licensed.233
FLORIDA
Florida taxes jet fuel as a motor fuel tax at a rate of
$.069 per gallon.234 There is a special air carrier alternative, known as the "Eastern Airlines Election", that allows
airlines to pay based on system wide operations at a rate
of eight percent of the retail price, but at least $.044 per
gallon. 235 This election has not been used by any carrier
since the demise of Eastern Airlines and Pan American
World Airways but is currently being considered by
American Airlines.
This tax was increased from $.057 per gallon on June
22, 1991.236 This concluded a political battle between the
governor and the legislature that illustrates the internal
difficulties faced by states in setting fuel rates. The legislature proposed an ambitious $600 million transportation
package.23 7 The plan was to be partially funded by a sixty
percent increase over six years in the state's aviation fuel
tax, from the then present $.057 per gallon to $.091 per
gallon in 1996.238
The governor objected to the package stating:
The increase would place the airline industry in Florida at
a competitive disadvantage compared with those in other
parts of the country, with the potential for dire economic
consequences. In a tax bill that attempts to help airports
because of the importance of air transportation to Florida,
it is inconsistent to confront the airline industry with a tax
that industry at a significant
that is inequitable and places
2 39
economic disadvantage.

The airlines also objected to the package for seven speDEL. CODE ANN. tit. 30, § 5132 (1985).
FLA. STAT. ANN. § 206.9825(1) (West Supp. 1992).
215 FLA. STAT. ANN. § 212.0598 (West Supp. 1992).
231 Law ofJuly 1, 1990, 1990 Fla. Laws ch. 136, § 107.
237 Fla. H. 2515, 1991 Legis, Reg. Sess. (1991).
23,
234

238 Id.
219 Memorandum from ATA to Airline Industry Public Affairs Reps. (May 2,
1990) (on file with the ATA).
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cific reasons. First, they believed it would put air carriers
conducting operations in Florida at a disadvantage compared to carriers operating outside of Florida. An increase
in the fuel tax in Florida would give an advantage to those
airlines which have focused their operations elsewhere.
This could lead to the typical results of increased taxation;
namely, an adverse impact on business which results in
an overall decrease in state revenue rather than an
increase.
Second, the airlines claimed the package would
threaten the viability of the major air carriers who make a
large contribution to the economy of Florida. As a result
of competition in the airline industry and increases in
costs of operations, several airlines with substantial operations in Florida would incur additional costs that are unlikely to be recovered through fare increases given the
current economic environment of the airline industry.
Thus, the proposed aviation fuel tax increase would simply create economic burdens for already struggling businesses that make significant positive contributions to
Florida's economy.
Third, they felt that the package would ignore the airlines' ability to pay. 240 Although in principle a per gallon
tax should affect each airline equally on a pay as you go
basis, it is the wrong measure of apportioning in this instance and could ultimately undermine the state's revenue
raising efforts. The fuel tax affects those airlines with operations in Florida. Some of the airlines with substantial
operations in Florida are already facing financial difficulties. These airlines cannot schedule their operations away
from Florida as can airlines with less attachment to the
state. Thus, the unintended effect of this bill may be to
drive such corporations out of business.
Fourth, the airline's understanding was that the package would tax domestic air carriers for improvements that
would benefit international airlines. While improvements
2 " Ability to pay has been the cornerstone of U.S. tax policy since passage of
the Sixteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution.
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for the benefit of international airlines should be the burden of the international airlines, international airlines
were able to purchase bonded fuel and avoid the fuel tax.
Fifth, the airlines argued that this increase would be unnecessarily harsh, since Florida already has one of the
highest fuel taxes in the country. Since 1983, when Florida imposed a major tax increase on aviation fuel, Florida
has had one of the highest aviation fuel taxes in the
United States, collecting $44 million in taxes in 1989 primarily from commercial airlines but also from general
aviation. 241
Sixth, the airlines opposed the purpose of the bill, expensive new facility improvements which they felt were
unnecessary. The bill proposed developing roadways and
trains to provide better access, although the reduced access time may not justify the costs for such improvements.
Florida was already losing air carrier service and jobs.
Since deregulation, the airline industry has been beset by
financial difficulties and Florida has suffered a substantial
reduction in air service and severe job losses directly related to cutbacks in Florida locations. Presently, Florida's
two based carriers, Eastern and Pan Am, are in bankruptcy, and the prospect of an increasingly unfavorable
tax climate has three of the major carriers hesitant to increase their Florida operations.
Seventh, the air carriers currently pay their own way in
Florida through landing fees, $155 million per year, and
other charges, all of which have been dramatically increased during the past several years due to substantial
airport improvements. 42 Furthermore, the air carriers
guarantee the bond indebtedness of the airport authorities in order to allow the expansion of airports which has
occurred to date, to wit: (1) $1.8 billion for current construction in West Palm Beach, Miami, Tampa, Orlando;
and (2) $260 million for recently completed construction
2-'

ATA Reports, supra note 144.

-12-2Id.
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243
in Fort Lauderdale.
The governor bowed to pressure from business interests in signing the revised transportation bill, with the
only concession to the airlines being that the jet fuel tax
was not tied to escalators or CPI indexing, unlike other
taxes in the bill. A total of over 820 million gallons of
taxable fuel was purchased in Florida in 1989, so the effect of this tax increase is almost $10 million annually. 244
One of the key beneficiaries of this transportation package, as it relates to access to airports, is general aviation
rather than commercial aviation. As noted above, the
commercial carriers essentially pay their own way through
ticket taxes and other charges and operate from only a few
rather than many airports. General aviation operates from
many more airports and utilizes many of the same aviation
services while paying substantially less fees and taxes. The
general aviation lobby is a difficult one to oppose, particularly where many of the state legislators own general aviation aircraft, such as in Florida.
These arguments are typical of those used by the airlines to oppose jet fuel taxation in the absence of other
leverage, such as building a maintenance base or establishing a hub.245 The arguments are becoming less and
less effective. For example, legislation recently passed in
Florida which increased the environmental tax on fuel
stored in Florida, including jet fuel. 46 Usually environmental fees are quite small, but this fee will add $.012 to
each gallon ofjet fuel purchased. The support of the state
legislature was unanimous; it passed 105-0 in the House
and 38-0 in the Senate; yet, the legislature may not be
through with taxing jet fuel for this session. Additional
taxes are being considered for a special session.2 47
243

Id.

241

Id.

additional arguments often used by the airlines to oppose jet fuel taxes,
see discussion under Massachusetts, infra notes 304-06 and accompanying text.
2w Fla. H.B. 2477, 1992 Legis., Reg. Sess. (Mar. 1992).
2,
The overall tax situation in Florida is under scrutiny. Currently, Florida receives no income taxes from individuals, partnerships, or corporations. There is
2.,5,For
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The international exempt2 48 concept has been proposed to Florida as a win-win situation to bring positive
revenue to the state as well as a savings for the airlines. It
is still under consideration almost two years since it was
first introduced.
Perhaps more than any other state, Florida exemplifies
the need for federal preemption of state jet fuel taxes.
Florida is unwilling or unable to formulate an equitable
tax plan concerning jet fuel when they are in political
need of immediate revenues. The result, in the multistate
aggregate, is the demise of the airlines and a nationwide
economic slowdown. The bankruptcies of Eastern Airlines, based in Florida, and Pan Am, with significant operations in Florida and an intent to be based there,
represented a significant changeover ofjobs in Florida.249
There are still 31,730 airline jobs in Florida paying wages
of over $1 billion. 250 Furthermore, the airlines are
sources for stimulating commerce as illustrated in Florida
by the growth of such airline-supported cities as Miami
and Orlando.
GEORGIA
Georgia imposes a sales tax of four percent on jet fuel,
with the revenues paid into the general fund. 25 ' There is
a one percent rapid transit tax in Fulton and Dekalb counties and a one percent local option sales and use tax is
authorized. The proximity of the major airport in Georgia to two counties with a significant difference in tax rates
also an exemption from personal property taxes. To make up for this lost revenue, Florida is considering a services tax. Three states, Hawaii, New Mexico, and
South Dakota already have a services tax that covers most businesses. Three
other states, Iowa, Washington, and West Virginia tax many services but exempt
professional services. Of the remaining states, 19 tax a few services and 20 tax
virtually no services.
,-IS See supra part II.
241, The alternative argument is that these jobs have been replaced with new
jobs filled by employees of other airlines, such as American, Delta, and United,
who have filled the void created by Eastern and Pan Am.
251, ATA Reports, supra note 144.
'-.roGA. CODE ANN. § 91A-4502 (Harrison Supp. 1991).
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has encouraged the airlines to develop a tax plan to minimize taxes.252
HAWAII
Hawaii imposes a general sales tax on jet fuel of
4.167%253 and an excise tax of $.01 per gallon.2 54 The
statutory excise tax rate is 4%; however, the airlines reimburse the fuel companies for the purchase of the fuel.
Thus, if the cost of the fuel is $1 per gallon to the fuel
company, the fuel company is subject to a $.04 tax for a
total cost of the fuel of $1.04 per gallon. Upon sale to the
airlines, there is an additional four percent resulting in a
total tax of $.04167.
The legality of charging a 4.167% general excise tax
rather than the 4% stated in HRS Section 237-16 was
explained in a letter from Attorney General Ronald
Amemiya to Senator John Leopold dated July 9, 1976.55
252
2-1.
254

See supra Part II.
HAW. REV. STAT. § 237-13 (Supp. 1991).
Id. § 243-4(a)(2).

2-,5 Letter from Ronald Amemiya, Hawaii Attorney General, to SenatorJohn Leopold (July 9, 1976) (on file with ATA).
Ours is an excise tax imposed upon the privilege of engaging in
business in the State. It is not a "sales" tax. The tax is imposed
upon the person engaging in business and is measured by the gross
value, gross proceeds of sale or gross income derived from the business without deductions. By virtue of HRS Section 237-16, however, the tax may be passed on to the ultimate consumer. Thus,
where a business firm adds a 4.16 percent charge on its bill and collects the amount from its customer, the firm may pay a four percent
general excise tax upon the 4.166 percent it has collected. Similarly,
if the firm were to add a 4.5 percent charge on its bill, the general
excise tax will be determined based upon the larger 4.5 percent
base. The tax base upon which the general excise tax is imposed,
therefore, will increase in direct proportion to the total amount the
business firm collects from its customer. In reporting its gross proceeds of sale or gross income to the Department, the firm may not
deduct the .166 percent or the .50 percent in the above examples
because the gross earnings are subject to the general excise tax without deductions. The practice, therefore, merely increases the tax
base upon which the general excise tax is to be determined. The
result is that the business firm must pay more in taxes than it has to
if the additional charge is kept at 4 percent.
In view thereof the tax becomes a part of the price and results in
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Additionally, a contractual letter agreement has created
a provision that refunds the $.01 gallonage tax to the extent of landing fees in Hawaii or applies the refundable
amount as a credit directly against landing fees. To the
extent that fuel taxes exceed landing fees in any particular
month, they are considered non-refundable.
Local stations provide fuel vendors with a summary of
monthly fuel purchases for certification. The certified
documents are then submitted to the state. Hawaii permits up to a $.005 per gallon rebate from surplus airport
revenues as determined at the discretion of the Director
of Transportation.2 56 Revenues of the tax go to the Department of Transportation to support the Hawaii state
system of airports.2 57 It should be noted that there was an
unsuccessful effort in 1989 to permit the transfer of the
special aviation fund to the general fund.
IDAHO
Idaho imposes an excise tax of $.045 per gallon 2 58 and

the revenues from this tax are earmarked for use by the
Department of Aeronautics.259 Jet fuel is not subject to
the sales tax. 260 The excise tax is relatively high because it
is used to offset the costs of general aviation, which does
not pay its fair share of the tax burden in Idaho.
ILLINOIS
Illinois has a sales tax of 6.25%.261

In addition, there

are state administered local taxes of up to 1.75% which
an increase in the price of goods or services furnished by the business as well as results in an increase in the cost of doing business.
However, for purposes of enabling the consumer to deduct the tax
for income tax purposes, the tax may be passed on as a visible
charge by causing it to be separately stated.

ld.

Id.256
HAW. REv. STAT. § 261-5(a) (1991).
257

Id.

258 IDAHO CODE § 63-2408 (Supp. 1992).
259Id. § 63-2412(2)(b).
"01 Id.
261

§ 63-3622.

ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 120,

441-10 (Smith-Hurd Supp. 1992).
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consist of up to a 1.0% state administered county or municipal sales tax and up to a .75% state administered
transit district tax.262 Use tax on county/municipal and
transit district taxes are exempt. 263 Illinois collects the
1.0% city sales tax only if the business is done with retailers from Chicago.2 64 Similarly, the .75% rapid transit tax
applies only if purchases are from a retailer in a rapid
transit district. 265 Fuel used for international flights is exempt from sales tax, regardless of whether a domestic
stopover occurs.266
In Chicago, an additional locally administered excise
tax of $.05 per gallon is imposed. The $.05 tax was
passed on September 24, 1986 by the Chicago City Council by a 26-24 margin. Six airlines (United, American,
Delta, Northwest, Trans World, and USAir), which used
about 75% of the fuel at O'Hare, unsuccessfully tried to
overturn the $.05 per gallon fuel tax. 267 They claimed
that the adoption of the fuel tax violated the city's home
rule powers and was an illegal occupation tax. They also
contended that the imposition of the tax was a breach of
the agreement between the city and the airlines over use
of O'Hare.
This agreement, the O'Hare Airport Use Agreement,
committed the airlines to fund a major renovation and expansion of O'Hare Airport, to maintain the airport and its
facilities through the year 2018, and to pay substantial annual fees and rentals to the City of Chicago through the
year 2018. The contract obligates the airlines to pay the
entire costs of operating all aspects of O'Hare, including
police, sanitation, and fire services, construction and repair of roads, etc. The airlines were already paying more
than $115 million each year to operate and maintain the
2-12

ILLINOIS TAX RATES MANUAL

263
21

Id.
Id.

265

Id.

(1991).

This concept, known as "international exempt" fuel, is a non-bonded alternative to bonded fuel. See supra notes 33-35 and accompanying text.
2, 7 See United Airlines, Inc. v. City of Chicago, 507 N.E.2d 858 (1987).
266
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airport. In return, the agreement provided contractual
promises that Chicago would not impose, directly or indirectly, any additional fees, charges or tolls on materials or
services purchased or used by the airlines for use in providing air transportation. The O'Hare Airport Use Agreement again illustrates the weak position of the airlines in
bargaining with states and localities to mitigate their tax
burden. States and localities frequently view jet fuel taxes
as a cash cow.
INDIANA
Indiana has a broad exemption from sales and use tax
on jet fuel: "Transactions involving tangible personal
property and services are exempt from the state gross
retail tax, if the person acquiring the property or service
directly uses or consumes it in providing public transportation for persons or property. ' ' 268 A similar exemption
exists for jet fuel. 269 The Indiana statute provides an example of the new way that airlines, states, and localities
cooperate for the benefit of all concerned. Indiana and
Indianapolis together have been very aggressive in using
tax benefits for recruiting aviation companies to locate in
the state. In 1991, United Airlines signed an agreement
that provided significant benefits for locating a major
maintenance center in the state. Indianapolis agreed to
provide "$297 million in cash-$500 million if you count
20 years of lost taxes and bond-interest payments-to get
United Airlines to favor Indianapolis with a $1 billion
maintenance facility for Boeing 737 jets. Indianapolis will
'270
have to raise new taxes to cover its $111 million share.
Some ninety cities competed for the United maintenance
base with United Airlines estimating that it would bring
$12 billion to the local economy. The compact was negoIND. CODE § 6-2.5-5-27
26 Id. § 6-6-1.1-301.

2-"1

(1991).

271, Neil R. Peirce, In WlooingAirlines, the Sky's the Limit, BALTIMORE SUN, Dec. 16,
1991. Note that the tax concession package did not include any jet fuel tax concessions because jet fuel was already exempted from tax under existing state law.
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tiated in almost complete secrecy with its full terms not
released to the Indianapolis city-county council until Governor Evan Bayh, a Democrat, and outgoing Mayor William Hudnut, a Republican, joined27 United chairman
Stephen Wolf for the official signing. '
Similarly, the U.S. Postal Service opted for a hub in the
state for its Eagle Network dedicated aircraft fleet. It began operating in the area under an arrangement with another air carrier in Terre Haute. Emery took over this
contract and eventually Evergreen acquired it and moved
it to Indianapolis. When negotiating for its own hub, the
Post Office received several concessions from Indianapolis, although significantly less than United.
IOWA
Iowa exempts jet fuel from its sales tax, 2 72 but imposes
273
a special fuels excise tax of $.03 per gallon on aircraft
with the proceeds going to the general fund. Similar to
other states, most notably Florida in 1990, Iowa recently
attempted to pass a significant and comprehensive transportation package partially funded by an increased fuel
tax. Transportation 2000 would have been funded largely
by a new $.04 per gallon excise tax on all fuel, including
aviation fuel. This new tax would have applied to the then
27, To pay for these concessions, however, Indiana House Bill 1288 adding section I.IC 36-3-2-10, was signed into law by Indiana Governor Evan Bayh. Ind.
H.B. 1288, 108th Legis., Reg. Sess. (1992) (codified as IND. CODE ANN. § 36-3-210 (West 1992)). This bill permits the City of Indianapolis to collect payments
from Indianapolis Airport to help pay for the city's incentive package to United
Airlines. The payments will be a substitute for property taxes, to which the airport is immune, and will raise $4-5 million a year, according to State Senator
James Merritt, author of the bill. According to an article in the Indianapolis Star,
Called payment in lieu of taxes or PILOT, the new law means the
airport authority will pay up to half of the annual bill for financial
incentives used to lure United here ... the city has sold $120 million
in bonds to pay for its portion of the financial incentives. Annual
payments on those bonds amount to about $15 million . . . The
airport may raise some of that money by placing a surcharge on
parking.
.Mayor Praises 'Major' Economic Development Bill, INDIANAPOLIS STAR, Feb. 16, 1992.

§ 422.45 (Supp. 1992).
Id. § 324.34.

27, IOWA CODE
2,7:
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existing four percent sales and use tax. This would have
cost the airlines an additional $800,0000 per year.
Iowa previously attempted to impose an excise tax on
railroads based on the amount of fuel consumed to propel
railway vehicles in the state.274 However, it was held that
this approach to taxation would discriminate against rail
carriers in favor of other forms of transportation in violation of the Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform
Act (4-R Act) of 1976.275 Although the 4-R Act does not
apply to airlines,276 the same discrimination argument
can be made if a state discriminated against airlines relative to other forms of transportation such as railroads,
trucks, and barges. This argument, however, may be more
legislatively persuasive than judicially supportive. 77
KANSAS
Kansas does not tax jet fuel. The sales tax exemption is
contained in the section concerning sales of aircraft and
aircraft parts, which has been broadly defined to include
fuel if used by an interstate common carrier. 278 Kansas is
a fairly pro-airline state with large Boeing, Gates-Learjet,
and Cessna facilities in the state. However, commercial
airline service in Kansas is limited primarily to Wichita.
1981 Iowa Acts ch. 3, § 29 (codified at IOWA CODE § 324A.1 (1981)).
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co. v. Bair, 338 N.W.2d 338, 348 (Iowa
1983), cert. denied, 465 U.S. 1071 (1984).
276 Railroads, an analogous transportation business to the airlines, can go directly to U.S. District Courts for issues concerning perceived discriminatory treatment in the property tax area, pursuant to the 4-R Act. Airlines are presently
restricted to state courts. This area merits federal preemption. The benefits airlines would derive from direct access to the federal courts include: (1) an established federal body of law; (2) streamlined litigation procedures and reduced
litigation costs; and, (3) fairer hearings.
,77See Delta Air Lines v. Kentucky, 689 S.W.2d 14 (Ky. 1985).
'I's The exemption from sales tax is found in KAN. STAT. ANN. § 79-3606(o
(1989); DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE BULLETIN, Vol. II, No. 4 (Apr. 1969). The exemption from motor fuels excise tax is found in KAN. STAT. ANN. § 79-3408
(1989).
2-4

275
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KENTUCKY
Jet fuel is subject to a sales tax of 6%.279 Jet fuel is excluded from the definition of special fuels subject to the
excise tax .2 8 At one time, airlines were allowed an allocated deduction on their use of fuel in Kentucky. Shortly
after the Kentucky General Assembly enacted a sales and
use tax on retail sales in 1960, the Revenue Department
met with several airlines and developed a formula to calculate the tax to be paid by the airlines. Prior to February
1979, the airlines were permitted to pay sales and use tax
on fuel purchased on the basis of this formula. On January 23, 1979, the Department of Revenue advised Delta
and other airlines that tax must be paid on all purchases.
Delta filed suit to contest the imposition of the tax.28 '
One of Delta's arguments was that it should be exempt
because railroads and barge lines were exempt. The
court disagreed, holding that "the legislature has a great
freedom of classification and the presumption of validity
can be overcome only by the most explicit demonstration
that it is hostile and oppressive against particular persons
and classes. ' 282 The court justified disparate tax treatment among transportation sectors based on different
competitive environments and the overall impact on the
state economy. Important to the courts' reasoning was
the critical role of railroads and barges to the Kentucky
coal industry. In conclusion the court found that taxation
may be used to promote competitive conditions and to
equalize economic advantage.283 Delta also argued that
the existence of the proration policy established that there
was statutory ambiguity. The court held that there was no
ambiguity-it was "simply misinterpreted.''284
279

Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 139 (Michie/Bobbs-Merrill 1991).

2-.

Id. § 138.210(4)(b).

- Delta Air Lines, Inc. v. Commonwealth, 689 S.W.2d 14 (Ky. 1985).
"-s,Id. at 18 (citing Madden v. Kentucky, 309 U.S. 83 (1940)); see also Reynolds
Metal Co. v.Martin, 107 S.W.2d 251 (Ky. 1937).
-" Delta, 689 S.W.2d at 18; see Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. v. Grosjean. 301

U.S. 412, 426 (1937).
28, Delia, 689 S.W.2d at 19.
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Subsequent to this decision Delta established a whollyowned subsidiary and utilized an apparent burn-off element in the existing law. Delta began purchasing jet fuel
in Kentucky from its wholly-owned subsidiary, Epsilon
Trading Company. This same subsidiary exists or existed
in Georgia and California. Pursuant to a jet fuel sales
agreement between Epsilon and Delta, title and possession passed when the jet fuel was delivered directly into
the fuel tanks located on the wings of Delta's aircraft at
the Kentucky airports. For each flight, Delta prepared a
bill of lading specifying the quantity of fuel needed to
reach the Kentucky border and the quantity of fuel
purchased. Epsilon treated the fuel not consumed in Kentucky as shipped under a bill of lading and exempt from
sales tax pursuant to Kentucky law. 285 This procedure is
similar to one used in California, which followed an administrative regulation under a statute similar to the one
in Kentucky.
In Revenue Cabinet, Kentucky v. Epsilon Trading Co. ,286 the
Kentucky court held that the purpose of Kentucky Revised Statute section 139.470(5) was to recognize a common carrier's dual capacity when it transported goods
which it purchased to an out-of-state destination for its
own subsequent use. 87 The court found that both title
and possession to the fuel passed to Delta in Kentucky
and Delta received the fuel from Epsilon in its capacity as
a purchaser.288 The court found that " to allow this
ex28 9
ception would be to elevate form over substance.
2-15 Ky REV. STAT. ANN. § 139.470(5) (Michie/Bobbs-Merrill 1991). The statute
provides an exemption from state sales tax for:
Gross receipts from sales of tangible personal property to a common
carrier, shipped by the seller via the purchasing carrier under a bill
of lading ... to a point outside this state and the property is actually
transported to the out-of-state destination for use by the carrier in
the conduct of its business as a common carrier.

ld.

Id28No. 87-CI-1484, slip op. (Ky. Cir. Ct. 1988).
287 Id.
2"

Id.

8' Id.
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Twice unsuccessful, Delta went to the table with more
leverage in 1991. Delta sought to locate a major hub at
the Cincinnati airport, located in Kentucky. As part of the
relocation, Delta negotiated the addition of a favorite son
provision to Kentucky law. BeginningJuly 1, 1991, a sales
tax credit was allowed which would limit a carrier's tax on
aircraft fuel to $4 million annually if the carrier purchased
at least 100 million gallons of fuel annually in Kentucky
and invested $300 million or more in new and expanded
Kentucky airport facilities.290 In addition, a general tax
credit was established for any carrier which, in addition to
investing $300 million or more in airport facilities, increases its real Kentucky payroll by at least $15 million. 29 '
The credit is equal to ten percent of the real wage increase but cannot exceed $3 million per year or $15 million over five consecutive years.2 92 Furthermore, the
carrier must meet qualification requirements by specified
dates.293 This is an example of a state and an airline negotiating for a mutually beneficial tax plan.
LOUISIANA
Louisiana imposes a sales tax of four percent on jet
fuel. 294 There is no longer a fuel tax.29 ' This sales tax is
fairly low but is continually under attack. In 1988, there
was a last minute amendment to House Bill 21 proposing
to add $.05 per gallon.29 6 In 1990, Louisiana House Bill
1922 proposed a $.16 per gallon tax increase on jet
fuel. 97 Both of these proposed increases were defeated.
21NI

Id.

2-11
Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 144.120(2)-(3) (Michie/Bobbs-Merrill 1991).
2! Id. § 144.125.

S.B. 1, 1991 Legis., ist Spec. Sess., 1991 Ky. Laws.
._,9
LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 47:306.1 (West 1990).
1960 La. Acts 336 repealed the tax on kerosene.
H.B. 21, 1988 Legis., Reg. Sess., 1988 La. Laws.
-7 H.B. 1922, 1990 Legis., Reg. Sess., 1990 La. Laws.
29:
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MAINE
Maine exempts jet fuel from sales tax,298 but imposes an
excise tax of $.034 per gallon. 99 In the early 1980's, as
an incentive to utilize Bangor International Airport, airlines were exempted from paying sales tax on jet fuel used
on international flights, but the excise tax on international
flights was increased from $.01 to $.02 per gallon. The
excise tax on fuel used in international flights was later
repealed. Domestic carriers then asked for equal treatment and won exemption from the excise tax on fuel used
on domestic flights.
MARYLAND
Maryland imposes no taxes on jet fuel for common carriers.3 00 Maryland's formal reasoning for the sales tax exemption for jet fuel is based on an overly expansive
reading of the Commerce Clause that a state may only tax
property within its jurisdiction and not fuel that is used in
interstate commerce. The actual reason may be perceived
competition. Ajet fuel tax has been frequently introduced
and defeated, partially on the belief that Maryland,
through Baltimore-Washington International Airport
(BWI), competes successfully with Dulles Airport because
Virginia has a jet fuel tax. In the 1992 session, a bill was
introduced that would have increased the motor fuel tax
rate per gallon to benefit surface transportation infrastructure projects.3 0 ' Recognizing that the airlines are minor recipients of the benefits of these projects, and
against Dulles, the
wishing to maintain competitiveness
30 2
bill did not include airline fuel.
Another incentive that Maryland offered to the airlines
was a tax benefit for agreeing to the change in the abbre291

II

302

ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 36, § 1760(8)(B) (West 1990).
Id. § 2903(1-A) (West Supp. 1991).
MD. TAX-GEN. CODE ANN. §§ 11-208(c), 9-303(c) (1988).
S.B. 276, 398th Legis., Reg. Sess., 1992 Md. Laws.

Id.
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viation of the Baltimore-Washington Airport from BAL to
BWI.
Also of interest is whether federal preemption of jet
fuel would hurt airports such as BWI, which use favorable
jet fuel taxation as a means of competition. The answer is
probably not. Making airports enterprise zones is a possible alternative means of competition and one that will
probably produce more economic benefits for states and
localities.
MASSACHUSETTS
Massachusetts taxes fuel with an excise tax of five percent of the average price of a gallon of fuel, determined
quarterly by the Commissioner of Revenue. 3 A minimum tax of $.05 per gallon is required, and the current
rate is $.05.34 When a tax on jet fuel was proposed in
1985 to meet a budget deficit, the airlines opposed the tax
with arguments similar to those often used today, but
these arguments have become less effective.
One argument was that imposition of a fuel tax would
result in substantial job loss in Massachusetts. This argument was based on three premises: first, that business
would perceive Massachusetts to be a high-tax state; second, that the major Massachusetts airport, Logan, would
lose its competitiveness with nearby airports; and third,
that the airlines would reappraise where they do business.
At that time, many large northeastern airports did not impose a jet fuel tax, including Providence, LaGuardia, Kennedy, Newark, Baltimore, and Washington. Increased
flights to Hartford after Connecticut reduced its tax on
fuel supports this argument.
To be most effective today, this argument should be
supplemented by explaining that the airlines cannot afford any additional tax. Last year, the United States airlines posted their greatest loss in the history of the
:11:1
See MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 64A, §§ 3A, 4 (Law. Co-op. 1991). In practice, the tax applies only to the City of Boston's Logan Airport.
"I" Id. ch. 64J, § I(i).
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industry and lost many airline companies to bankruptcy.
These financial hardships have lead to increased unemployment and decreased sales revenue to the states,
among other negative effects.
Another argument was that the airline industry is already heavily taxed by the City of Boston. The response
to this argument was, "so what . . . every industry is already highly taxed." Nevertheless, this may be an effective argument when all of the state's taxes which affect
airlines are presented as a package and compared with
other industries. For example, the airlines paid over $7
million in property taxes in 1985 to the City of Boston.30 5
Although industries need not be taxed on an equal basis,
the appearance of bullying or singling out one industry
may be persuasive when comparing industries such as air
carriers, barges, steamships, railroads, and trucks.
Another argument was that the airlines, through fees
and charges, provide for essential services analogous to
police and fire protection and related services. This is a
strong argument against fuel taxes. Unlike trucks, for example, which pay motor fuel taxes to support highways
and utilize state services, the airlines are fairly self-supportive. Furthermore, Massachusetts has traditionally exempted fuel used by railroads and ocean-going vessels
from taxation. In 1985, airlines in Boston paid about $20
million in landing fees to the airport authority to support
road construction and repair, police and fire protection,
trash collection, landscaping, etc. The tax revenues from
fuel are quite often applied to the general fund to unfairly
subsidize other industries or are used to build roadways
and airport improvements that may or may not be
needed.
The argument that fuel taxes will not produce anticipated revenues in Massachusetts, as had been the experience in other states, is a good political argument. If
Massachusetts imposes the tax and fuel tax revenues are
3W,ATA Reports, supra note 144.
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significantly less than expected, the supporters of the bill
would have alienated an industry without just cause.
Although the argument may be persuasive on paper, in
reality a jet fuel tax usually raises significant short-term
revenues. Since such taxes are not imposed directly upon
passengers, the voters sought by the legislature, such
taxes appear to be a politically safe way of raising revenues without alienating voters.
These arguments were unsuccessful in preventing Massachusetts from imposing a $.05 per gallon excise tax. 30 6
The proceeds of the tax are used for off-airport services
unrelated to aviation. 7 Although the tax extends to both
airlines and general aviation, airlines suffer most from the
imposition because they consume far greater quantities of
jet fuel than do general aviation operators. The estimated
cost of the tax to the industry is about $7 million
annually. 0
MICHIGAN
Michigan imposes both a sales tax of four percent309
and an excise tax of $.03 per gallon on jet fuel.3 10 The
airline self-assesses or the vendor bills the excise tax.3 1'
Furthermore, there is a $.015 per gallon refund for all
12
fuel used in interstate scheduled flights.3
The state aviation fuel tax became effective in 1932. 3 1 3
The special refund provision was provided in recognition
of the airlines' enormous difficulties under primitive conditions in providing a public service. The refund is periodically challenged on the grounds that the airline
industry has matured and no longer should be favored.
:" H.B. 6391, 171st Legis., Reg. Sess., 1985 Mass Laws (codified at MASS GEN.
LAWS ANN. ch. 645, § I (West 1992)).
:117MAss. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch 64A, § 13 (West 1992).
:5's ATA Reports, supra note 144.

Mict. COMp. LAWS ANN. § 205.52(l) (West 1992).
Id. § 259.203.
Id. This tax is handled the same as the gasoline tax. See Id. § 207.102.
Id. § 259.203.
1931 Mich. Pub. Acts. 160 § 2.
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Michigan also has a value-added type tax known as the
single business tax (SBT) that taxes the services relating
to fueling matters." 4 The SBT represents a shift in traditional methods of United States tax policy. It is a measure
of the business activity that adds value to raw materials or
inputs to derive a salable product or service or, alternatively, an excise tax measured by gross receipts.3 15 The
SBT imposes a specific tax of 2.35% upon the adjusted
tax base of every person with business activity in the state
which is allocated or apportioned to the state. 16
Michigan is the first state to impose value-added taxation (VAT). 317 This tax could mature into a means of
broad-basing a state's tax system and eliminating the need
for sales taxes and excise taxes on fuel. As evidenced in
Michigan, however, fuel taxes are not eliminated with the
SBT resulting in a further tax burden on the airlines.31 8
14 MICH. COMP. LAws ANN.
§ 208.7(1) (West 1992).
M5 The SBT attempts to shift the tax burden from the ownership of property to
the payment of compensation. This spreads the tax base and usually allows large,
capital intensive businesses to pay less tax. The airlines are both capital and labor
intensive, so this result is less pronounced. Because it is independent of profits,
however, it is certain to increase taxes in years when the airlines can least afford to
pay it.
Several states are moving in the direction of an SBT-type tax. It is politically
salable, since the tax is a hidden tax that is never seen by the payers. It is also

thought to increase the stability of state business tax revenues over the business
cycle.
-1" MICH. COMP. LAws ANN. § 208.31 Sec. 31(1) (West 1992).

-17 Until the Michigan SBT, there was no VAT in the U.S. However, the U.S.
considered it in the early 1970's under the Nixon administration to raise funds for
education and it has influenced the California's manufacturer's sales tax. VATs
represent a fundamental shift in the traditional "ability to pay" concept which has
flourished in the U.S. since passage of the Sixteenth Amendment.
Il Michigan's SBT is currently being studied by Florida and other states. See

PRICE WATERHOUSE, ANALYSIS OF SELECTED TAX POLICY ALTERNATIVES USING THE
FLORIDA MULTITAX SIMULATION MODELS (1991).

The VAT is the principal tax in Western Europe, having first been suggested in
Germany in 1918 and coinciding with the development of the modern market
economy and standardized record keeping. There were numerous proposals for
VATs in the U.S., Europe, and Japan, before the first VAT appeared in France in
1954. Currently, the VAT is extensively used only in Europe. Europe chose the
VAT as it existed in France as a means to harmonize the European tax system and
encourage trade within Europe. Japan enacted but never implemented a VAT.
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MINNESOTA
Minnesota law provides that the tax on special fuel for
aviation use will be at the same rate as the gasoline excise
tax. 9 The Department of Revenue has determined that
gallon. 2 ° A refund is
the rate forjet fuel shall be $.053 per
2
'
basis:
provided on a graduated
Gross Tax Refund Net Tax
Gallons
0 - 50,000
$.05
None
$.05
50,001 - 150,000
$.05
$.03
$.02
150,001 - 200,000
$.05
$.04
$.01
200,001 $.05
$.045
$.005
Airlines can register as a dealer and then file both the payment report and refund claim, paying only the net per gallon tax.32
Similar to favorite son provisions in Kentucky and
under consideration in Arizona, this provision primarily
benefits an airline which is based and has a hub in Minneapolis. Minnesota has been very generous in negotiating
with Northwest Airlines for a continued commitment to
the state. In 1991-92, Minnesota offered Northwest Airlines an $840 million package of loans, tax credits, and
free infrastructure to bring a large service facility for European-built Airbus jets, making it the richest offer any
American state has ever made to a private business. In
return, Northwest assured Minnesota 1,500 jobs. Northwest also agreed to furnish approximately $500 million in
collateral, consisting primarily of flight simulators, aircraft
parts and engines, a $203 million pilot training center,
and four trans-Atlantic routes from Boston to Europe. 23
"!' MINN. STAT. ANN. § 296.025(2) (West 1991).

.12"1
Id.
.,- Id.
22 Id.
:v-:,See

16, 1991.

§ 296.02(2).
§ 296.18(4).
§ 296.18(5).
Neil R. Peirce, In lWooing Airlines, the Sky's the Limit, BALTIMORE SUN, Dec.
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MISSISSIPPI

Mississippi exempts jet fuel from its sales tax 32a but imposes an excise tax of $.0525 per gallon. 25 This tax is
quite high for the demands of the state's commercial airports and effectively subsidizes non-commercial aviation
activities in the state.
MISSOURI
Missouri has a total sales tax on jet fuel of up to
6.225%. The major component is the state sales tax of
4.225%.326 There is also a city tax of one percent, a mass
transit tax of .5%, and a county tax of .5% (only in Kansas
City). The legislature has exempted airlines from the motor vehicle fuel tax because they do not utilize the highways. 3 27 This rationale supports the original intent of
Congress.
Under the current tax structure, there are no local taxes
if the airline takes delivery of its fuel from an out-of-state
vendor. Thus, for example, Trans World Airlines takes title to its fuel in Illinois and pays only the state tax of
4.225%. The law has been modified to eliminate this exception effective July 1, 1992.328 Also, with its large presence in Missouri, TWA is currently seeking a favorite son
exemption based on payroll.
MONTANA
Montana has a $.01 per gallon tax on jet fuel.3 29 This
tax appears in the gasoline tax section, where aviation
gasoline is defined to include both avgas and jet fuel.
:121Miss. CODE ANN. § 27-65-111 (n) (1990).

35 Id. § 27-57-315 (Supp. 1991).
:1'-1,
There is a 4% general sales tax plus 0.225% in conservation sales taxes.
Mo. REV. STAT. § 144.020 (1976 & Supp. 1992).
Id. § 142.040(2) (Supp. 1992).
:12, Mo. ANN. STAT. § 144.748 (Vernon 1992).
:129 MONT. CODE ANN. § 15-70-201 (1991).
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NEBRASKA
Aircraft fuel is specifically exempted from the sales and
use tax in Nebraska. 33 0 There is, however, a fuel tax of
$.03 per gallon. 33 ' The revenues are kept in the Aircraft
Fuel Tax Fund and used to subsidize general aviation
activities.
NEVADA
Nevada imposes no sales and use tax on jet fuel; 33 2 however, there is a gasoline excise tax on jet fuel of $.01 per
gallon. 3
Additionally, counties may impose an additional tax not exceeding $.04 per gallon with the approval
of the county's voters. 3 Clark County (Las Vegas) currently imposes a $.02 per gallon excise tax.
In 1991, Nevada sought to increase the fuel tax to $.05
per gallon. In a letter to Governor Robert J. Miller, Herbert D. Kelleher, Chairman of the Board of Southwest
Airlines, made the following convincing argument concerning the need for fair play:
The proposed $.05 per gallon jet fuel tax will cost Southwest Airlines $1.2 million a year. That's not the cost of
fuel-that's just the tax. This punitive measure is especially untimely when we have just agreed, as part of our
new contract with the State of Nevada, to lock in airfares
for two years. By Nevada's own admission, Southwest Airlines' low fares will save you about $3.0 million per year.
Your fares go down. Our taxes go up. It doesn't look like
we made a very good deal.335
Chief executive officers and chief financial officers are
generally not as involved in state tax matters as they are in
federal tax matters. This is partially because the costs in"3
"'

312

NEB. REV. STAT. § 77-2704 (1990).
Id. § 3-148 (1991).
NEV. REV. STAT. § 372.275 (1987), as interpreted in Nev. Tax Comm'n rul-

ing, (Apr. 13, 1970).
13-.

NEV. REV. STAT. § 365.170 (1991).

Id. § 373.030.
1. Letter from Herbert D. Kelleher, Chairman of the Board, Southwest Airlines, to RobertJ. Miller, Governor of Nevada (1991) (on file with ATA).
3M
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volved for each state are less than the aggregate effect of a
federal tax action. Another reason is that state fuel taxation is a relatively new area. As mentioned above, twothirds of the states had no jet fuel taxes only thirteen
years ago. The involvement of chief executive officers and
chief financial officers in negotiating major tax issues will
provide additional leverage to the airlines.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
New Hampshire has a very low excise tax on jet fuel of
$.005 per gallon on fuel used by airlines. 36 Similar to
Connecticut, New Hampshire seeks to make itself an attractive state for airlines to serve; thus, it is willing to forfeit fuel tax revenues for larger economic gains.
NEW JERSEY
New Jersey has a gross receipts tax of $.04 per gallon
33
with a burn-off formula retroactive to July 1, 1990. 1
Fuel is exempt from the sales and use tax. 338 New Jersey
also excludes from gross receipts tax sales of aviation fuels used by common carriers in interstate or foreign commerce other than the burn-off portion which is taxable
under rules promulgated by the Director of Revenue.339
In 1990, New Jersey enacted the single largest state tax
increase in the history of the United States.3 10 The increase came during a slowdown in New Jersey's economy
with the state facing a $1 billion deficit.3 4 ' During the
same year, the state also enacted the Petroleum Products
Gross Receipts Tax Act, 34 2 a separate bill affecting jet fuel
also initiated to reduce the state budget deficit.
3:16N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 422:39-a (1990).
37 N.J. STAT. ANN. § 54:15B-3 (West 1992).
Id. § 54:32B-8.8.
Id. § 54:15B-2.1.
Wayne King, .VewJersey Democrats 11'ary of Tax Issue, N.Y. TiMES,July 21, 1990,
at § B, at 1.
:14 Wayne King, Florio Faces GrowingAnti-Tax Storm in .VewJersey, N.Y. TIMES,JuIV
23, 1990, at § B, at I.
:-2 NJ. STAT. ANN. § 54:15B-1 to -8 (West 1992).
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The legislative purpose behind the Act was to impose a
tax similar to those in the neighboring states of New York
and Connecticut. The Statement of Purpose states that a
credit will be allowed for products sold for use outside of
this State.143 There was doubt, however, whether this export exemption would apply to an airline's use of fuel because of its inability to obtain a first sale in the state,
especially because the major oil companies and trading
companies were not able to guarantee the airlines a first
sale. 44 An airline's purchase of jet fuel from New Jersey
suppliers could have been the second sale or subsequent
sales of the same fuel. Thus, all in-state purchases by an
airline could have been subject to the gross receipts tax,
prohibiting it from taking advantage of the export exemption on the first sale. In addition, airlines were unable to
certify the exact amount of fuel for export at the time of
purchase from New Jersey suppliers. Airlines would have
been required to purchase tax-paid fuel for export, then
attempt a refund procedure with the original supplier.
Therefore, fuel exported from New Jersey could be
subject to both the New Jersey gross receipts tax and the
New York gross receipts tax under Article 13A. Such an
application of both taxes to the exported fuel would have
been devastating to the airline industry. The airlines, as a
group, purchase or import directly a tremendous volume
of jet fuel into New Jersey primarily through two major
pipelines. Most of the fuel enters the state through the
Colonial Pipeline from the Gulf states, i.e. Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas. At Linden or Port Reading, New
Jersey, fuel is then dumped into the Buckeye Pipeline,
which brings the fuel to Pennsylvania, New York, and New
Jersey (Newark). The point of sale differs with each purchaser ofjet fuel. It may occur at the point where the fuel
:11:1
Assembly Appropriations Committee Statement, Assembly No. 3612-L.
1990, c.42, reprinted in NJ. STAT. ANN. § 54:15B-I (West 1992).
:", "First sale" refers to the "initial sale of petroleum product delivered to a
location in [New Jersey]." N.J. ANN. STAT. § 54:15B-2 (West 1992).
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is dumped from the Colonial Pipeline to the Buckeye
Pipeline or at the storage facility for the fuel.
Multiple jet fuel taxation would have greatly burdened
interstate commerce and created distortions in the fuel industry. For example, the fuel distribution distortions
could have included purchasing fuel in New York with a
decreased use of fueling facilities in New Jersey. Additionally, foreign flagged carriers that used Newark International could have shifted their flights to other airports
or directly imported tax-free bonded fuel. The Petroleum
Products Gross Receipts Tax Act was amended twice and
in the end, New Jersey implemented a burn-off formula
similar to345that in New York and made it retroactive to July
1, 1990.
The situation in New Jersey illustrates how complex jet
fuel taxation has become. The state did not understand
the full, rippling consequences of the laws it enacted in
desperation to control its budget deficit. This scenario is
particularly troublesome because of the volumes of fuel
that would have been affected. Consequently, although
the courts have held that states may tax jet fuel under
their reserved powers, Congress should state its specific
intent that state taxation of jet fuel threatens to impose a
direct and a significant burden on interstate commerce.
NEW MEXICO
New Mexico has a gross receipts (sales) tax on jet fuel
of five percent. 46 Albuquerque has an additional sales
tax of .5% and Bernalillo County has a sales tax of .25%
Jet fuel is exempt from the gasoline tax.
NEW YORK
New York imposes a business franchise tax of $.08 per
gallon.3 47 Licensed distributors purchase their fuel exN.J. STAT. ANN. § 54:15B-2.1 (West 1992).
N.M. STAT. ANN. § 7-9-4 (Michie 1990).
:117N.Y. TAX LAW § 11 15(a)(9) (McKinney 1987).
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tax, while non-distributors purchase their fuel tax paid,
requiring them to file claims for refund to recover the
$.08 per gallon tax.3 4 8 Effective January 1, 1992, the pe-

troleum business tax on jet fuel consumed within New
York became $.1484, and includes a burn-off provision.3
Until the decision in Air TransportAssociation v. New York
State Department of Taxation & Finance,350 New York had a
gross receipts tax on air transportation which included jet
fuel. For tax purposes, airlines and other transportation
companies had been treated as public utilities rather than
ordinary businesses. This treatment had existed since
1896 and in theory allowed specific regulation and return
on investment guarantees by the government. Taxation
of these transportation companies was by a gross receipts
or gross earnings tax, which the state deemed to be a
more reliable base and more easily measured than net
income. 351i
The gross earnings tax, which was eventually codified at
Article 9, imposed a tax on the capital stock and gross
earnings of airline corporations.3 52 In effect, Article 9 levied a .75% tax on the allocated value of the capital stock
and the gross earnings of airline companies. 53 At first,
New York only applied Article 9 to intrastate activities but
this changed in 1991 with the long lines amendment to
Article 9.354 Through this amendment, the New York legislature attempted to extend the gross earnings tax to
earnings attributable to interstate transportation services.
Every corporation . . . formed for or principally engaged
in the conduct of aviation ... for the privilege of exercising

its corporate franchise, or of doing business, or of employing capital, or of owning or leasing property in this state in
:... Id. § 289-C(d)(a).
:"- Id. § 301-e (McKinney Supp. 1992)
453 N.E.2d 548, cert. denied, 464 U.S. 960 (1983).
3"

NEW YORK LEGISLATIVE COMMISSION

ON THE MODERNIZATION AND SIMPLIFI-

CATION OF TAX ADMINISTRATION AND THE TAX LAW, WORKING PAPER

:152N.Y. TAX LAW § 184(1) (McKinney 1983).
3.71Id.

:11 N.Y. TAX LAW § 184(I) (McKinney Supp. 1992).

20 (1983).
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a corporate or organized capacity, or maintaining an office
in this state, shall pay a franchise tax which shall be equal 355
to
three-quarters of one per centum upon its gross earnings
from all sources within this state.3 5 6

The airlines argued that this gross receipts tax violated
Section 1513 of the Federal Aviation Act3 57 when applied
to interstate transportation. In Air Transport Ass'n of
America v. New York State Department of Taxation and Finance,358 the court held that this application to interstate
transportation services violated Section 1513359 which
prohibits a state from taxing the gross receipts derived
from a "tax, fee, head charge, or other charge, directly or
indirectly" on persons traveling in air commerce. 60
Thus, there should be no taxation of jet fuel, which is an
indirect charge on air travel. In violating section 1513,
the New York law also violated the Supremacy Clause,
which states:
This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States
which shall be made in Pursuance thereof ...shall be the

supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges in every State
shall be bound thereby, anything in the Constitution
or
36
Laws of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding. '
Thus, the court negated state law as applied to jet fuel
because "it is basic to this constitutional command that all
conflicting state provisions be without effect ' 362 whether
the conflict is expressed in plain words or contradictory
purposes. The court in Air Transport Ass'n explained that
New York's contention that its tax was not prohibited because it was a franchise tax ignored the language of section 1513(a) which prohibits a tax "directly or indirectly"
355 Note: gross earnings were considered the same as gross receipts.
N.Y. TAX LAW § 184(1) (McKinney Supp. 1992) (emphasis added).
15749 U.S.C. § 1513 (1988).
:,-,s 458 N.Y.S.2d 709 (N.Y. App. Div.), aff'd, 453 N.E.2d 548 (N.Y.), cert. denied,
464 U.S. 960 (1983).
35!,458 N.Y.S.2d at 710.
' 49 U.S.C. § 1513 (1988).
:'"U.S. CONST. art. VI, cl.2.
362 Maryland v. Louisiana, 451 U.S. 725, 746 (1981).
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on the gross receipts from air carriage. 63 Furthermore,
the court rejected the use of labels, including franchise
tax, as a basis for deciding whether a tax is an unconstitutional burden on interstate commerce.3 64
The court also cited Complete Auto Transit, Inc. v.
Brady,3 6 5 where the issue was whether a Mississippi tax on
the privilege of doing business within the state measured
3 66
by "gross proceeds of sales or gross income or values,
was unconstitutional as a tax on interstate commerce.
Here, the court explained how similar Supreme Court rulings have considered not the formal language of the tax
statute but rather its practical effect.36 v
In response, in 1989, the state removed airlines from
taxation upon their gross receipts under Sections 183 and
184 of Article 9 to taxation of their business income
under the business franchise tax of Article 9-A.368 This
change also terminated New York's long standing practice
of treating airlines as transportation companies for taxation purposes. Thus, unlike other transportation companies, airlines no longer pay a franchise tax on their capital
stock and gross earnings but, instead, are subject to the
franchise tax levied on general business corporations. 69
The general business corporation franchise tax includes
an income tax which is levied on net income.3
NORTH CAROLINA
Effective July 16, 1991, North Carolina has a sales tax,
but no excise tax, on jet fuel of four percent. 3 7 ' There is
an additional two percent local sales tax in all North Carolina cities, including Charlotte. On fuel imported into
31:' Air Transp. Ass'n, 450 N.Y.S.2d at 710.
:W4

Id.

430 U.S. 274 (1977).
Id. at 275.
: I7
Id. at 279 n.8.
:"wsSee N.Y. TAX LAW §§ 318 and 321 (McKinney 1992).
.... Id. § 210(a)(l).
Id.
:1' N.C. GEN. STAT. §§ 105-164.4, 105-439 (1992).
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North Carolina, a license must be obtained and fees must
be paid on all gallons on a monthly distributors report
3 72
because airlines are licensed as kerosene distributors.
USAir has a major hub in Charlotte and is currently negotiating with North Carolina and Charlotte for a favorite
son provision for sales taxes, including one for fuel.
However, already having a commitment in the state provides them with significantly less leverage in negotiating
than United had in negotiating with Indianapolis. 73
NORTH DAKOTA
North Dakota has no sales tax. 374 There is an excise tax
of $.08 per gallon 3 75 which the state reimburses, 376 and a
special excise tax of four percent.3 7
OHIO
Ohio has no sales and use tax 378 or excise tax 3 79 on jet
fuel. Under Ohio law, companies that provide transportation for hire, common carriers including airlines, are considered public utilities.3 8 0 As a utility service, purchases
which are "used directly in the rendition of a public utility
service," are exempt from the sales and use tax.3 1 ' Fuel
purchased for use in providing transportation for hire is
statute's categospecifically included as one of the Ohio
38 2
property.
utility
public
ries of exempt
In 1987, the governor proposed that airlines should no
longer be exempt as a public utility because they are deregulated. The airlines purchased over 200 million gallons
Id. §§ 119-16.2, 143-450.1.
17, But see Indiana discussion, supra notes 270-71 and accompanying text.
:174 N.D. CENT. CODE § 57-39.2-04(10) (1985).
Id. § 57-43.3-02.
I7
37, Id. § 57-43.3-03.
:77 Id. § 57-43.3-04.
:178Otio REV. CODE ANN. § 5739.02(B)(G) (Anderson 1991).
371. Id. § 5735.05(F).
:" See Trans World Airlines v. Porterfield, 258 N.E.2d 458, 460 (Ohio 1970).
This treatment is similar to Arkansas, Colorado, and formerly New York.
:1' Ohio REv. CODE ANN. § 5739.01 (P) (Anderson 1991).
3- Id. § 5739.02(B)(33).
.72_
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of fuel in 1987 and the governor felt that taxing jet fuel
was a good way to partially balance his budget overrun of
over $300 million. His argument, however, was flawed
and unsuccessful. First, airlines are not totally deregulated-only routes, rates, and tariffs are deregulated. The
FAA highly regulates airline operations and safety
measures.
Second, some argued that it would be unfair not to
treat airlines as public utilities because they were only partially regulated. Other forms of common carriers treated
as utilities are also not fully regulated. These include motor carriers, which are totally deregulated, and railroads,
which are more than sixty percent deregulated. Another
unregulated industry that is considered a common carrier
in Ohio is the telephone industry.383
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma exempts jet fuel from the sales and use tax
and the motor fuel tax.384 Oklahoma has a very cooperative attitude with the airlines. This may be attributed to
American's long time maintenance base in Tulsa, which
has the largest payroll of any private employer in the
state.
OREGON
Oregon imposes a small jet fuel tax of $.005 per gallon. 85 In 1985, a one percent gross receipts tax on petroleum wholesalers was proposed for the Tri-County
Metropolitan Transportation District of Oregon in Portland. 86 The governor did not support the petroleum tax
and appointed a new board for the regional transit authority on January 6, 1986 saying he wanted a fresh ap... Id. § 4905.03(A)(2).
:184 OKLA. STAT. tit. 68, § 508 (1991).
: OR. REV. STAT. § 319.020(2) (1989).
: Regional News, UPI, Dec. 17, 1986, available in LEXIS, NEXIS Library,
Archive File.
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proach towards mass transit.

PENNSYLVANIA
Pennsylvania exempts jet fuel from its sales tax 388 but
imposes a $.018 per gallon excise tax, effective January 1,
1992.389 The Pennsylvania fuel tax had been misunder-

stood for many years, but the full size of the misunderstanding came to light in a 1983 audit. State auditors
found that a few companies were not paying the right
amount of tax. During an audit of Allied Aviation Service
of Pennsylvania, the main fuel supplier at Philadelphia International Airport, the auditors found that the company
paid no taxes. Sources in the Revenue Department said
the state had been so lax in administering the aviation fuel
tax laws that officials could not even agree on who was
supposed to pay the taxes-the airlines, the jet fuel service companies, or the oil companies. As a result, in many
instances, no one was asked to pay. 9 °
According to the Philadelphia Inquirer, state and municipal records showed that at least $1.3 million in aviation
fuel taxes were not collected for fuel pumped at airports
in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh in fiscal 1979-80.7
State
auditors estimated that as much as $63 million might have
gone uncollected between 1956 and 1983.392 For example, Federal Express discovered that its fuel taxes had not
been paid for nearly a3 93
year although the company had no
tax avoidance motive.
17 THE OREGONIAN,Jan. 7, 1986, at A-1. Oregon has been fairly supportive of
the airline industry except for the matter concerning "flyover" time. Flyover time
is the time that an aircraft spends merely flying over Oregon without stopping in
the state. Oregon sought to include this time in its property tax formula. It
agreed not to include flyover time when American Airlines indicated that it would
affect their decision concerning the state in which they planned to construct a
reservation center. Flyover has subsequently been statutorily preempted.
:' PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 72, § 204(11) (1992).
' 1991 Pa. Laws 1965 § 4.
See Pennsylvania Losing .Millions in Aviation-Fuel Taxes, PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER,
May 9, 1983 [hereinafter Pennsylvania Losing .illions].
:191Id.
:,,12
Id.
393 Id.
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The problem was that the state suddenly changed its
interpretation of the law. In an interview, Richard Tilghman, the State Senate Appropriations Committee Chairman, was quoted as saying that the state's approach to the
jet fuel tax was comparable to a state collecting its tax on
gasoline from every motorist rather than from gasoline
dealers." 4 The state instituted a new policy where aviation fuel service companies were licensed and responsible
for collecting taxes when fuel is pumped into the
aircraft. 95
The airlines and fuel companies interpreted the law
such that jet fuel was to be taxed at the time of usage by
the airlines rather than at the time of pumping by the jet
fuel service companies. The fuel companies explained
that they were not liable for the taxes because they never
actually owned the fuel. Some fuel service companies, including the largest, Allied, were never licensed or asked
to pay the taxes. Thus, the Department of Revenue determined that the airlines receiving the fuel should be licensed and responsible for the taxes. The state, however,
never bothered to license some airlines and never attempted to collect the taxes from them either. In fact,
Revenue Department officials were aware of the situation
for many years and chose not to change the situation.
One Revenue Secretary said his office had "thoroughly investigated" the matter and concluded that aviation taxes
"were being collected properly. ' 396
The situation was eventually resolved when the airlines
accepted the state's new method of taxation. The state
advised the airlines that they could continue reporting
and paying the fuel tax directly to the state, but that servicing companies, such as Allied, were not relieved of the
ultimate responsibility for reporting and paying fuel tax
for fuel pumped into aircraft.
Pennsylvania is another example of a state that cannot
394

Id.

STAT. ANN. tit. 72, §§ 2614.2, 2614.3(b) (1992).
:11 See Pennsvlvania Losing Millions, supra note 390.
:1115PA.
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administer its jet fuel tax laws. The airlines relied upon
express interpretations of the Pennsylvania Revenue Department concerning the laws, however, even the state officials could not interpret it correctly. The lack of
certainty by the airlines in jet fuel taxation is another factor supporting federal preemption of this area of taxation.
RHODE ISLAND
Rhode Island exempts jet fuel from its sales tax. 97
While carriers are required to pay the fuel excise tax on
invoice, the tax may be refunded by the state where the
use of fuel is for aircraft and the claim for refund is filed
within 240 days from the date of purchase.3 98 The tax
rate, which is set quarterly by the tax administrator, is currently eleven percent. 399 The tax is computed by multiplying the rate times the average wholesale selling price in
the state, excluding federal and state taxes. 400 Also, the
statute provides a minimum $.23 per gallon motor fuel
tax. 40 1 Effective January 1, 1986, the excise tax was set
quarterly at two percent of the wholesale price or a minimum of $.03 per gallon, with the same refund provisions. 40 2 Thus, airlines are required to pay $.26 per
gallon on invoice but this amount is fully refundable.
Aviation is still an industry that Rhode Island seeks to
encourage. During discussions concerning a new aviation
tax in 1988, the Governor and much of the business community successfully opposed the tax on the basis that it
would send a negative message to the air transport
industry.403
SR.I. GEN. LAws § 44-18-30 (1991).

Id.
Ild.
Id.
Id.

§ 31-36-15.
§ 31-36-7(b)(2).
§ 31-36-7(b)(1).
§ 31-36-7(b)(2).

, Id. § 331-36-7(3).
•

THE WARWICK BEACON, June 24, 1988 at 4.
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SOUTH CAROLINA
South Carolina does not tax jet fuel.40 4 Airlines had
been exempt from jet fuel taxes as a "public utility" type
company prior toJuly 1, 1990, when a provision was added specifically exempting fuel to transportation companies from sales and use tax.40 5 Jet fuel is also exempt from
the gasoline tax.40 6
SOUTH DAKOTA
Jet fuel is exempt from the South Dakota sales tax,40 7
but it is subject to a $.04 per gallon excise tax. 40 ' The
proceeds from this tax are deposited in the State Aeronautics Fund and allocated to counties by the State Aeronautics Commission for use in airport development.4 °9
TENNESSEE
Tennessee imposes a sales tax of 4.5% on all into-plane
charges for fuel. 4 0 A burn-off formula is utilized to determine the out-of-state consumption and a Form RV-1335,
Exporter/User Refund Claim, is used to obtain a refund
applicable to the out-of-state consumption. 4 '
Jet fuel is exempt from the motor vehicle fuel use tax.4 12
The definition of sale under the motor vehicle fuel use tax
section of the law requires delivery into a motor vehicle,
which is defined not to include jet aircraft.41 3
Tennessee has been receptive to the airlines' arguments
concerning tax parity with other transportation industries.
Several years ago, the airlines, using this argument of tax
parity, were successful in negotiating for a reduction in a
414 S.C. CODE ANN. § 12-35-550, 12-27-260 (Law Co-op. 1990).

Id. § 12-36-2120(9).
406Id. § 12-27-530.
4,,7S.D. CODIFIED LAWS ANN. § 10-45-112 (1992).
,- Id. § 10-47A-57(3) (1992).
Id. §§ 10-47A-12, 50-2-12.
I
410TENN. CODE ANN. § 67-6-217 (1991).
Id. § 67-3-501.
Id. § 67-6-329 (1992).
IId. § 67-3-3-802(18) (1991).
411
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fuel fee that affected the airlines but not the barges. Tennessee also proved receptive to a supply-side argument
that reducing their fuel tax would actually raise revenues
as a result of increased volumes of fuel sold. This argument proved to be true but primarily because of a new
hub American established at Nashville.
Funds from the state fuel tax are currently held in an
airlines equity fund and total about $15 million. The airlines are trying to have the fund converted into an aviation trust fund so that the funds will be restricted to
aviation purposes only.
TEXAS
Texas exempts jet fuel from both its sales tax4 1 4 and its
motor fuels tax.415 To qualify for the exemptions, the airline must have an aviation fuel dealer's permit on file.4 16
As recently as 1991, Texas considered imposing ajet fuel
excise tax. While it is true that Texas is one of a limited
number of states without a tax on jet fuel, Texas airports,
especially Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport, have
exceptionally high landing fees. 4 17 These fees go to pay
off bonds and fund new facilities.41 8
The argument against the jet fuel tax is that if it was
added to existing fees, air travel in and from Texas would
become uncompetitive with other mid-American airports. 4 '9 The airlines have maintained that imposing a
fuel tax would require major Texas carriers, such as
American, Delta, Southwest, and Continental, to pass the
tax through to the traveling public in the form of higher
fares. Being unable to do so and unwilling to suffer further decreases in profits, airlines would have the incentive
to move flights elsewhere. The effectiveness of this arguTEX. TAX CODE ANN. § 151.308(5) (West 1992).
ld. § 153.104(6).
I1'
ld. § 153.110.
I'"
17 Dean Lampman,
meiican Airports Grow, Despite .Mlixed Signals in the Economy,
DALLAs-FORT WORTH Bus. J., Feb. 22, 1988, at 19.
41 IId.
"'

419 Fuel Tax, DALLAS MORNING NEWS, Mar. 19, 1989.
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ment is questionable because of the mutual reliance between the airlines and Texas-they both need each other.
Texas has also fostered an attractive environment for
further airline expansion in the state. After a bidding war
with some half-dozen cities, Houston recently agreed to
nearly $400 million in concessions to Continental Airlines
to base a jet repair facility there.42 0 In return, Houston
has been assured 2,500 jobs by Continental - a company
currently in bankruptcy. 42 ' American Airlines is currently
negotiating with Fort Worth concerning the construction
of a maintenance base there.
UTAH
There is a $.04 per gallon excise tax on jet fuel in
Utah,4 2 2 and 75% of aviation fuel tax collected on fuel
sold at each airport is paid to that airport for its use.423
The remaining 25% is expended for the aeronautical operations of the Department of Transportation.4 24 Jet fuel
is exempt from the state sales and use tax.425
VERMONT
Vermont imposes a sales tax of 5.0% on the cost of jet
fuel purchased. 426 The cost of delivery is excluded from
the tax if separately stated and provided delivery occurs
by means of a contract or common carrier.42 7 When the
retailer delivers the fuel directly into the aircraft, even if
the into-plane fee is separately stated, the fuel becomes
taxable because it is not considered to have been delivered by a contract or common carrier. 428 Fuel is exempt
2"

421

Robert Guskind, Friendly Skies, NAT'LJ., Dec. 21, 1991, at 3062.

Id.

UTAH CODE ANN. § 59-13-401 (1987).
4': Id. § 59-13-402(3).
... Id. § 59-13-402(4).
425 Id. § 59-12-104 (1).
- VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 32, § 9741(7) (1991).
Id. § 9701(4).
128 Id.
4""
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from an excise tax429 and there is no local tax on jet fuel.
VIRGINIA
Virginia exempts jet fuel from sales tax 430 but has an
excise tax of $.05 for the first 100,000 gallons of jet fuel
43
purchased and $.005 for each gallon over 100,000. 1
This includes purchases at Washington National Airport.
Virginia has a unique fuel tax situation because of the
federal ownership of Washington National Airport. By a
State-Federal Compact entered into in 1946, Virginia
ceded to the U.S. exclusive jurisdiction over the territory
embraced within the Washington National Airport, reserving only the specific tax powers relating to the sale of
oil, gasoline, and all other motor fuels and lubricants sold
at the airport for use in over-the-road vehicles.432 Hence,
this compact precluded Virginia and Arlington County
from asserting any other tax powers at Washington National Airport.4 3
In 1940, to the date of the State-Federal Compact, Congress had enacted the Buck Act,434 which effectively provided that the states and their political subdivisions might
impose income, sales and use taxes within federal enclaves situated in the several states. However, because of
the State-Federal Compact, Washington National Airport
was the only civil airport in the U.S. where businesses
were immune from state and local taxation. In 1968, the
Virginia General Assembly adopted legislation to amend
the compact by extending its jurisdiction to levy taxes
under the provisions of the Buck Act and to revoke the
section of the compact ceding its taxing powers at Washington National. 4 5 The legislation also sought the right
to impose and collect enplaning service fees. The legisla- I
Id. tit., 23 § 3101(a).
ANN. § 58.1-2105(A) (Michie 1991).
4:1. Id. § 58.1-2116(c).
1311VA. CODE

Id. § 7.1-10, section 197.
1:13See Floyd v. Fischer, 99 S.E. 2d 612, 615 (Va. 1957).
4:12

41: 4

U.S.C. § 105-10 (1988).

"' 1968 Va. Acts 1369, 1371-72.
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tion, however, provided that it would not become effective unless and until the rights were ratified and accepted
by the United States Congress.4 "6
As a result of Virginia's 1968 Act, Congress immediately proposed legislation granting the Commonwealth
the right to impose and levy taxes on activities at the National Airport as provided under the Buck Act, but this
legislation did not pass. Subsequently, when the Airport
and Airways Development Act (AADA) was under consideration in Congress, Representative Joel T. Broyhill of
Virginia proposed an amendment to the AADA which was
enacted as section 210 of the Act, effective July 1, 1970."'
Section 210 provides in pertinent part:
(a) Nothing in this title or in any other law of the United
States shall prevent the application of [the Buck Act] to
civil airports owned by the United States.
(b) Subsection (a) shall not apply to(1) sales or use taxes in respect of fuels for aircraft
or in respect of other servicing of aircraft, or
(2) taxes, fees, head charges, or other charges in reoff of aircraft or airspect of the landing or taking
43 8
craft passengers or freight.

Although section 210 resolved the issue concerning the
taxation of jet fuel, questions are still periodically raised
by those unfamiliar with the resolution of this issue.43 9
4.36

Id.

Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-258, 84 Stat.
219, 253 (codified at 4 U.S.C. § 104 (1988)).
4:7

438

Id.

4:19 See

Commonwealth of Virginia v. United Airlines Inc., 248 S.E.2d 124 (Va.
1978). In this case, the court held that, while the congressional committee's report stated that the facilities at Washington Airport used in the preparation of
food serviced to passengers when the aircraft is airborne will be exempt, this
statement is broader than the language of the provision of § 210 of the AADA and
the court did not give it effect. Id. at 133-34. Further, the court held that such
facilities are not exempt under the language of § 210 of the AADA and are not
used directly by United in the rendition of its common carrier service under the
provisions of Code § 58-441.6(u). Id. at 134. Furthermore, when the language of
§ 210 of the AADA is considered as a whole, it is clear that Congress granted
Virginia all the Buck Act powers to assess and levy sales and use taxes on the
personal property of United Airlines and other airlines operating out of Washington National Airport. The power to tax, however, does not extend to fuels, lubri-
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WASHINGTON
Washington imposes a sales tax of 6.5%44o on jet fuel
but exempts it from excise tax. 44 ' The tax is imposed
under a burn-off formula on monthly gallons consumed in
Washington as determined by monthly gallons on board
at arrival less monthly gallons on board at departure.442
In 1990, Washington proposed taxing aircraft fuel at the
rate of $.10 per gallon with the increase going to fund
housing and human services programs.4 43 The FAA
stated that this was inconsistent with Section 51 1.444 Seattle has a local sales tax on jet fuel of 1.7% subject to the
same burn-off formula. Other localities in Washington
have varying sales taxes.
WEST VIRGINIA
445
In West Virginia, jet fuel is not subject to sales tax
but is subject to an excise tax of $.0485 per gallon on fuel
burned in the state.446 West Virginia was one of the first
states to utilize a burn-off formula. Unlike other states,
West Virginia uses both inbound and outbound flights in
the formula's denominator.

WISCONSIN
Wisconsin does not charge a sales tax or excise tax on
jet fuel to carriers who make regularly scheduled flights
into Wisconsin.44 7
cants, and analogous items used in servicing the aircraft itself. Thus, food and
related items are subject to tax. Id.
", WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 82.08.020(l) (West 1962).
"' Id. § 82.42.030.
442_ Id.

§ 82.08.0255.

44: H.B. 3100, 51st Legis., Reg. Sess., 1990 Wash. Laws.
444 See section 511 discussion, supra notes 98-124 and accompanying text.

115W. VA. CODE § 11-14-5(12) (1992).
....
Id. § 11-15-3(b).
117 WIs. STAT. ANN. §§ 77.54(5)(a), 78.555 (West 1989).
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WYOMING
Wyoming has an excise tax of $.04 per gallon. 448 Tax
revenues are returned to the county airport where the fuel
was sold and such revenues being used for airport
maintenance.449

448

441

WYO. STAT. § 39-6-209(a)(iv) (1977).
ld. § 39-6-210(c)(ii).
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CHART A
SUMMARY OF JET FUEL TAXES-SALES AND
FUEL TAX RATES

February 1992
SALES TAX
STATE

1 Alabama
2 Alaska-Anchorage
Alaska-Fairbanks
Alaska-Ketchikan
3 Arizona
4 Arkansas
5 California
6 Colorado-CO Spgs
Colorado-Denver
Colorado-Grand Jun
7 Connecticut
8 Delaware
9 Florida
10 Georgia
II Hawaii
12 Idaho
13 Illinois
14 Indiana
15 Iowa
16 Kansas
17 Kentucky
18 Louisiana
19 Maine
20 Maryland
21 Massachusetts
22 Michigan
23 Minnesota
24 Mississippi
25 Missouri-Kan City
Missouri-St. Louis
26 Montana
27 Nebraska
28 Nevada
29 New Hampshire
30 New Jersey
31 New Mexico-Albuqu
32 New York
33 North Carolina
34 North Dakota
35 Ohio
36 Oklahoma
37 Oregon
38 Pennsylvania
39 Rhode Island
40 South Carolina
41 South Dakota
42 Tennessee
43 Texas
44 Utah
45 Vermont
46 Virginia
47 Washington
48 West Virginia
49 Wisconsin
50 Wyoming

LOCAL

EXCISE TAX
LOCAL
$0.01002
$0.0230'
$0.02303
$0.0200
$0.01037

$0.0100'
$0.0250
$0.0250
$0.0250
$0.0305'

2.000%
1.500%

4.500%
6.250%
3.000%
3.000%
3.000%
7.750%

1.000%
2.000%5

4.000%
4.167%

2.000%'

6.250%

1.750%

FEES*

STATE

0.000250

0.006950"

2.500%
7
0.700%
2.750%

$0.0400

$0.06908

B 14

$0.0100'
$0.0450

°

$0.05001

$0.0300
6.000%
4.000%

0.002013
$0.0340

5.000%"1
4.000%

$0.03001
2.000%"'=

1.500% 2

$0.0100
$0.0300
$0.0300
$0.0500
$0.040021

5.000%

0.750%

4.000%

2.000%

s

0.001369
7

$0.0500'8
$0.0525
4.225%
4.225%

0.010000",
0.00300012
0.000800
0.007000
0.010000

$0.148422

0.008750
0.000250
0.000100
0.000100
0.010000
0.006000

8c + 4%

0.002500
0.002500

$0.0050

0.000800
1

$0.018024
5.000%

.

0.007500

1.000%2 1

$0.0400
4.500%

0.014000
2c/barrel"

$0.0400
5.000%
6.500%

$0.050027
0.012000

1.700%
$0.0485

0.020000
$0.0500
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CHART A (continued)
NOTES
Section 40-17-31(d)(4) exempts air carriers with a hub operation within the state.
2
City of Montgomery.
The local rate is $.20 if the carrier is an airport leasehold signator.
Effective on and after 9/30/91 (H.B. 2228).
.00095 environment & .006 LUST.
'
Effective 7/15/91: local 1%; rapid transit (includes 2 districts) 1%.
.7% RTD and Cultural District; $.04 City of Denver Sales & Use Tax.
4
Alternatively, an 8% sales tax rate applies to airlines who elect to report under
§ 212.0598.
Section 91-A-4601 authorizes a 1% local option sales and use tax; there is also a 1%
rapid transit tax in Fulton and Dekalb counties.
Refundable against landing fees by state.
Transfer fee.
12
O'Hare and Midway are exempt.
'
The State of Illinois collects the 1% city sales tax-only applies if doing business with
City of Chicago retailers; .75% RTA only applies if purchasing from a retailer in a RTA
district.
"
Fuel used for international flights is exempt from both taxes (regardless of domestic
stopovers).
inspection $.0003125; environmental $.0015; oil spill $.0002.
5% of the average price of a gallon of fuel determined quarterly; minimum of 54/gal
required.
'$

5.015/gallon refund for all fuel used in interstate flights.
$'$.030 to $.045 refundable.

City 1%; mass transit .5%; county .75%.
21
21

2'

'
21
26
21
21

29

*

County 1%; transportation .5%.

Petro Gross Receipts Tax; limited to fuel burned in state; retroactive to 7/1/90.
Petroleum business tax limited to jet fuel burned in state (effective 1/1/92).
The 8c/gallon is refundable, the 4% is not refundable.
Effective I/I/92.
Charleston.

Environmental fee; amount act charged varies.
$.005 over 100,000 gallons
Monthly gallons consumed in state reduced by rate of gallons on board at arrival to
gallons on board at departure.
1.7% in Seattle-various in other cities.
Includes inspection, oil spill, environmental, etc. These fees change constantly.
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CHART B
SUMMARY OF EFFECTIVE JET FUEL TAX RATES
(WITHOUT ADJUSTMENTS)

February 1992
I Alabama
2 Alaska-Anchorage
Alaska-Fairbanks
Alaska-Ketchikan
3 Arizona
4 Arkansas
5 California
6 Colorado-CO Springs
Colorado-Denver
Colorado-Grand Jun
7 Connecticut
8 Delaware
9 Florida
10 Georgia
I I Hawaii
12 Idaho
13 Illinois
14 Indiana
15 Iowa
16 Kansas
17 Kentucky
18 Louisiana
19 Maine
20 Maryland
21 Massachusetts
22 Michigan
23 Minnesota
24 Mississippi
25 Missouri-Kan City
Missouri-St.Louis
26 Montana
27 Nebraska
28 Nevada
29 New Hampshire
30 New Jersey
31 New Mexico-Albuqu
32 New York
33 North Carolina
34 North Dakota
35 Ohio
36 Oklahoma
37 Oregon
38 Pennsylvania
39 Rhode Island
40 South Carolina
41 South Dakota
42 Tennessee
43 Texas
44 Utah
45 Vermont
46 Virginia
47 Washington
48 West Virginia
49 Wisconsin
50 Wyoming

$0.60

$0.70

$0.80

$0.90

$1.00

$1.10

/GAL

/GAL

/GAL

/GAL

/GAL

/GAL

3%
8%
10%
9%
7%
6%
9%
6%
10%
6%
8%
0%
12%
6%
6%
9%
17%
0%
6%
2%
6%
4%
6%
0%
5%
10%
8%
9%
6%
6%
3%
5%
5%
9%
7%
6%
25%
6%
4%
0%
0%
1%
3%
0%
7%
7%
7%
0%
7%
5%
8%
10%
8%
3%
8%

3%
7%
9%
8%
6%
6%
9%
6%
9%
6%
8%
0%
10%
6%
6%
8%
16%
0%
5%
1%
6%
4%
5%
0%
5%
10%
7%
8%
6%
6%
3%
4%
4%
8%
6%
6%
21%
6%
4%
0%
0%
1%
3%
0%
7%
6%
7%
0%
6%
5%
7%
10%
7%
3%
7%

3%
6%
8%
7%
5%
6%
9%
6%
9%
6%
8%
0%
9%
6%
5%
7%
15%
0%
5%
1%
6%
4%
4%
0%
5%
9%
6%
7%
6%
6%
3%
4%
4%
7%
5%
6%
19%
6%
4%
0%
0%
1%
2%
0%
7%
5%
6%
0%
5%
5%
6%
10%
6%
3%
6%

2%
5%
7%
7%
5%
6%
9%
6%
8%
6%
8%
0%
8%
6%
5%
6%
14%
0%
4%
1%
6%
4%
4%
0%
5%
8%
6%
6%
6%
6%
2%
3%
3%
6%
4%
6%
16%
6%
4%
0%
0%
1%
2%
0%
7%
4%
6%
0%
4%
5%
6%
10%
5%
2%
6%

2%
5%
7%
6%
4%
6%
9%
6%
8%
6%
8%
0%
7%
6%
5%
6%
13%
0%
4%
1%
6%
4%
3%
0%
5%
8%
5%
5%
6%
6%
2%
3%
3%
6%
4%
6%
15%
6%
4%
0%
0%
1%
2%
0%
7%
4%
6%
0%
4%
5%
5%
9%
5%
2%
5%

27
4%
6%
6%
4%
6%
9%
6%
7%
6%
8%
0%
6%
6%
5%
5%
13%
0%
3%
1%
6%
4%
3%
0%
5%
8%
5%
5%
6%
6%
2%
3%
3%
5%
4%
6%
13%
6%
4%
0%
0%
0%
2%
0%
7%
4%
6%
0%
4%
5%
5%
9%
4%
2%
5%

$1.20
/GAL

2%
4%
6%
5%
3%
6%
9%
6%
7%
6%
8%
0%
6%
6%
5%
5%
12%
0%
3%
1%
6%
4%
3%
0%
5%
7%
4%
4%
6%
6%
2%
3%
3%
5%
3%
6%
12%
6%
4%
0%
0%
0%
2%
0%
7%
3%
6%
0%
3%
5%
4%
9%
4%
2%
4%
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CHART C
SUMMARY OF EFFECTIVE JET FUEL TAX RATES
RANKED IN DESCENDING ORDER
(WITHOUT ADJUSTMENTS)

February 1992

NY
IL
FL
AK-Fairbanks
CO-Denver
MI
WA
AK-Ketchikan
CA
ID
MS
NH
AK-Anchorage
CT
MN
VA
WV
WY
AZ
NJ
SC
SD
TN
UT
AR
CO-CO Springs
CO-Grand Jun
GA
HI
IA
KY
ME
MO-Kan City
MO-St.Louis
NC
NM-Albuqu
MA
NE
NV
VT
LA
ND
AL
MT
PA
WI
KS
OR
DE
IN
MD
OH
OK
RI
TX

NY
IL
WA
CA
Co-Denver
FL
MI
AK-Fairbanks
CT
AK-Ketchikan
ID
MS
NH
SC
AK-Anchorage
AR
CO-CO Springs
CO-Grand Jun
GA
KY
MN
MO-Kan City
MO-St. Louis
NC
NM-Albuqu
TN
VA
WV
WY
AZ
HI
IA
MA
NJ
SD
UT
VT
LA
ME
ND
NE
NV
AL
MT
WI
PA
KS
OR
DE
IN
MD
OH
OK
RI
TX

NY
IL
CA
WA
CO-Denver
CT
MI
AK-Fairbanks
FL
SC
AK
AK-Ketchikan
AR
CO-CO Springs
CO-Grand Jun
GA
ID
KY
MO-Kan City
MO-St. Louis
NC
NH
NM-Albuqu
TN
AK-Anchorage
HI
MA
MN
MS
VA
VT
WV
WY
AZ
IA
LA
NJ
SD
UT
ME
NE
NV
AL
MT
PA
WI
KS
OR
DE
IN
MD
OH
OK
RI
TX

IL
NY
CA
WA
CT
CO-Denver
MI
SC
AK-Fairbanks
AR
CO-Grand Jun
FL
GA
KY
MO-Kan City
MO-St. Louis
NC
NM-Albuqu
TN
AK-Ketchikan
CO-CO Springs
HI
ID
MS
NH
VT
AK-Anchorage
LA
MN
MS
ND
VA
WV
WY
AZ
IA
ME
NE
NJ
NV
SD
UT
AL
MT
PA
WI
KS
OR
DE
IN
MD
OH
OK
RI
TX
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CHART D
HISTORICAL SUMMARY OF JET (AVIATION) FUEL TAXES
ALABAMA
Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
ALASKA
Original tax
Increased to
Aviation fuel
Jet Fuel tax
Increased to
Increased to
Permanent rate

2c
5c
3c
1VIC.,
7e
80
8c

1946
1955
1955
1957 Jet differential
1960
1961
1964

Specific tax on aviation fuel
Taxed at half av gas rate
Highway rate
Temporary tax effective to 1964
Not applicable to aviation fuel

ARIZONA
Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to

1921
1923
1927
1931
1962
1965

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Aviation gas
Increased to
Increased to

1921
1923
1927
1931
1934
1965

Full exemption
Full exemption
Full exemption

1923
1927
1941

Full refund
Full refund
Full exemption

1947
1953

Full exemption
Full exemption

Full
Full
Full
Full

refund
refund
refund
refund
ARKANSAS

Specific tax levied on aviation gas

CALIFORNIA
Original tax
Increased to

Increased to
Increased to

2o
3c

4'/2€
6c

1955
Permanent rate
Increased to
Increased to
Reduced to

Full
Full
Full
Full

exemption
exemption
exemption
exemption

Distributors, including certified
carriers
Temporary tax, to be reduced to
51/2c after 6/30/55
Extension of temporary tax to
12/31/59

Temporary emergency tax
Temporary tax removed
Refund limited to 5c for general
aviation users
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CHART D (continued)
COLORADO

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Permanent rate

1C
2c
3c
4¢
6c
6c

Increased to

7c

1919
1923
1927
1933
1947
1953
1963
1965

Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full

refund
refund
refund
refund
exemption
exemption

Temporary 2c tax
Temporary I€ tax effective 8/1/65
to 8/31/66

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Permanent rate
Increased to

1921
1925
1935
1947
1955
1959

CO.NNECTIC7
Full exemption
Full exemption
Full exemption
Full exemption
Full exemption 2c expired 6/30/57
Full exemption
Full exemption effective 7/1/67

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to

1923
1927
1935
1949
1961
1965

Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to

1921
1923
1925
1927
1931
1933

DELA IIARE
refund
refund
refund
refund
refund
refund
FLORIDA

1935

Temporary l€ tax for indefinite
period
Full exemption
GEORGIA

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Decreased to

lt
3¢
3he
4o
6c
7c
6c

1921
1923
1926
1927
1929
1945
1949
1951
1952

Full exemption
on Storage
Full exemption
Full exemption
5e refund

Exemption on storage provision
still in effect

HA i,411
Original tax
Reduced to
Aviation gas
Reduced to

Jet fuel included in tax
Applies to all aviation fuel
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CHART D (continued)
IDAHO
Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Aviation gas
Increased to

2e
3
4c
5¢
2/e
6c

1923
1925
1927
1930
1933
1945

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to

2c

1927
1929
1951
1953

3
4
5c

Specific tax levied on aviation gas
Increase does not apply to aviation
fuel since it is taxed separately
Full
Full
Full
Full

ILLINOIS
refund
refund
refund
refund
INDIANA

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to

2c
3
4c
6e

1923
1925
1929
1933
1957

Increased to

Full exemption
Full exemption

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to

2c
3c
4¢
5¢

1925
1927
1945
1953

Full
Full
Full
Full

Increased to

6¢

1955

Full refund

Permanent rate
Increased to

6c

1961
1965

Full refund
Full refund

Original tax
Increased to

2¢

Increased to

4

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to

Ic

3

Increased to

7c

Original tax
Increased to
Kerosene tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to

!e
2e
I¢
4c
5c

7c

lO114
refund
refund
refund
refund

Temporary le tax to expire in
1955
Temporary tax effective 7/1/55 to
6/30/57

KANSAS

3

1925
1929
1933
1945

Full refund
Full exemption
Full exemption
KENTUCKY

5c

1920
1924
1926
1946
1948

Full refund
95% refund

5% of tax to be used for administrative purposes

LOL 7SL4\;4

7c
9C

1921
1924
1926
1929
1930
1936
1948
1950

Specific tax

Full refund
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Decreased to
Kerosene tax
removed

7c

1952 Full refund
1960 Full refund
MAINE

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Reduced to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to

4c refund
No refund
No refund
2c refund
3 refund
Jet differential

Refund repeal

Refund increased in proportion to
tax increase
3C refund on prop fuel, 5¢ refund
on jet fuel

MAR YLAND
Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to

Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to

Full
Full
Full
Full
Full

refund
refund
refund
refund
refund
refund

MASSACHUSETTS
refund
refund
refund
refund
refund
MICHIGAN
Original tax
Increased to
Aviation gas

2c
3c
3

Increased to

41/.c

1925
1927
1929
1931
1952

Increased to

6c

1955

Full refund
Full refund
Full refund
I Ike refund

Specific tax levied on aviation gas
Granted to scheduled carriers
Increase does not apply to aviation
fuel since it is taxed separately
Increase does not apply to aviation
fuel since it is taxed separately

MINNESOTA
Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Reduced to
Increased to
Aviation gas

l-3/2€ refund

Specific tax levied on aviation gas,
with refund effective after
50,000 gallons and graduated
thereafter from lI to 31/-'€
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CHART D (continued)
Increased to

5c

1951

3€-41/.e refund Refund effective after 50,000 gallons and graduated thereafter
from 3c to 41/2e
(Jet fuel included in sliding refund

1957
Increased to

6c

1963

le-51€/2

refund

Refund li under 50,000 gallons,
graduated up to 51A€ on gallons
over 200,000

MISSISSIPPI
Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Oil tax
Increased to

1922
1924
1926
1928
1931
1932
1936
1950

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to

1925
1952
1961

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to

1921
1923
1927
1929
1938
1945

5C refund

6e refund

Kerosene and other jet fuels
Refund increased in proportion to
tax increase

MISSOURI
Full refund
Full refund
Full refund
MONTANA

3c
5c
5c

Increased to

6c

1949

Increased to

7

1955

Full refund
Full refund
Full refund
1€ refund reduction
Refund of all
but IC still in
effect
Partial exemption

Temporary 2c tax
Temporary tax made permanent

Exemption of all but It
Tax law clarified to include jet fuel

1962
NEBRASKA
Original tax
Increased to
Aviation gas
Increased to

2c
4c
4¢
5c

Increased to

6e

1925
1929
1935
1939
1947
1953

1955
Increased to

7c

1957

Increased to

7'/€

1965

Full refund
Full refund
Full refund
Specific tax levied on aviation gas
Full refund
One-half refund
Temporary increase effective to
1955. Increase does not apply
to aviation fuel since it is taxed
separately
Extension of temporary increase to
1959
Permanent-not applied to aviation fuel
Not applicable to aviation fuel
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NEVADA

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to

2c
4c
51A€

Increased to

6c

1923
1925
1947
1953
1955

Full refund
Full refund
Full refund

Te mporary I Vi/_ctax
Temporary tax made permanent

Full refund
.\EIIVHAMPSHI RE

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Aviation gas
Increased to

Full refund
Full refund
Full refund
No refund

Increased to
Increased to

6c
7c

1957
1959

Original tax
Increased to

2c
3

Increased to
Increased to
Increased to

4c
5c
6c

1927
1931
1934
1954
1958
1961

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to

Ic
2¢
3c
5c

Increased to
Decreased to

7¢
6c

Specific tax levied on aviation gas
Increase does not apply to aviation
fuel since it is taxed separately
Temporary 4 year increase
Permanent-not applicable to aviation fuel

NEIVJERSEI

Full
Full
Full
Full

refund
refund
refund
refund

NE I'" MEXICO
1919
1921
1925
1927
1935
1949
1951
1957
1959

Full refund
Full refund

Full exemption

Law amended to treat jet fuel
same as avgas
Applies to jet fuel only

NEWl YORK
Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to

1929
1935
1937
1959

Full
Full
Full
Full

refund
refund
refund
refund

Same increase enacted in 1955
defeated in referendum

NORTH CAROLINA
Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to

Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full

exemption
exemption
refund
refund
exemption
exemption
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NORTH DAKOTA

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Original tax
Increased to
Reduced to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to

Full
Full
Full
Full
Full

refund
refund
refund
refund
refund

Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full

OHIO
refu' I
refui,d
refund
refund
exemption
exemption
exemption

Temporary I additional tax
Temporary tax made permanent

OKLAHOMA
Original tax
Increased to
Increased to

3

Increased to

51A,€

Increased to

61A

1947
1949
1955

Full exemption
Exemption
reduction
Full exemption
Full exemption
Full exemption

Increased to

71/,€

1957

Full exemption

Reduced to

6/.,€

1957

Full exemption

1e
40

1923
1925
1929
1937
1941

Subject to partial tax of 1€
Temporary le tax to expire 1955
Temporary le tax made permanent
(Six month emergency tax of 10
applied to aviation fuel)
Tax removed 12/24/57

OREGON
Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Jet fuel tax

1919
1921
1933
1945
1949

Full exemption
4C refund
5c exemption/
refund
1959 Jet differential

Full refund/exemption for international operations
Tax on jet fuel reduced from I0 to
VIC
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Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Reduced to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Aviation fuel tax

Increased to

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to

PENN'SYLVANIA
1921
1923
1927
1929
1931
1935-1949
Additional IC tax renewed every 2
years; expired 1949
5c
1949-1955
Additional 2C tax expired 5/31/57
6c
1955
Ic expired 9/13/57
I '/c 1956
Specific tax on avfuel
Ic
1959 Jet dlifferential
Tax on jet fuel reduced to Ic for
15 month period
1961 Jet dlifferential
Made permanent
7c
1961
Not applicable to avfuel, temporary tax removed and 7 rate
made permanent
RL (ODE ISLAN ;D
Full exemption
Full exemption
Full exemption
Full refund
Full refund
Full refund
SOUTH CAROLINA

Increased to
Increased to
Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to

1922
1925
1927
1929
1950
1952
1953
1955

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to

Increased to

1921
1923
1925
1927
1937

5c

Temporary
Fiscal year
Fiscal year
Temporary
manent
SOUTH DAKOTA

Full exemption
Full exemption
Full exemption

1947

Full refund
Full refund
Full refund
Refund repealed
Partial refund

1951

Partial refund

1959
TENNESSEE
Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Full exemption

Ic tax to expire 1958
1952-53
1953-54
exemption made per-

Refund effective after 50,000 gallons, Ic from 50,000 to 100,000;
and 2e per gallon thereafter
Increase does not apply to aviation
fuel
jet fuel taxed at same rate as avgas
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TEXAS
Original tax
Increased to
Increased to

1€
4c
5c

1923
1929
1955

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to

21/2c
31/.c
4c

Increased to

5c

1923
1925
1931
1933
1951

Increased to

6c

Full refund
Full refund
UTAH

Partial
exemption

1957
1959

Aviation fuel included in 4¢ tax
Ic increase does not apply to
aviation fuel
not applicable to avfuel
Jet fuel specifically included in tax

VERMONT
Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
VIRGINIA
Original tax
Increased to
Increased to

Increased to
Increased to

3c
41€/2i
5c

6c
7c

1923
1926
1928
1940

1946
1960

Full refund

Refund Reduction

Full refund on gasoline purchased
within state and consumed
outside state; refund 2e per gallon on gasoline purchased within state and consumed in flight
over state
No change in refund provision
Refund increase Volume discount refund system
adopted-4¢ tax up to 100,000
gallons; 2c tax next 100,000; li
tax next 100,000; 'Ie tax next
100,000; '/4c tax on all over
400,000 gallons; no tax on fuel
used outside the state
Specific inclusion of jet fuel in tax
11ASHING TON

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to

1921
1923
1929
1931
1935
1949
1961

Full exemption
Full exemption
Full exemption
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WEST VIRGINIA

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to

2c
3Vic
4c
5c
5c
6c
7c

1923
1925
1927
1937
1949
1955
1959
1961

Original tax
Increased to

2c
4

Increased to

6c

1925
1931
1933
1955

Original tax
Increased to
Increased to
Increased to

I€
21/2e
3c
4

Full refund
Full refund

Temporary tax
Temporary tax made permanent

Full refund
Full refund
Full exemption
WISCONSIN

Increased to

5c

Full refund
Full refund
ITOMING

1923
1925
1927
1929
1935

2c refund

1951

2c refund

1957

Refund of 2c to purchasers of over
10,000 gallons per month
Increase does not apply to aviation
fuel
Jet fuel included in tax
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FORM 41 REPORT OF AMOUNTS PAID BY AIRLINES
FOR STATE JET FUEL TAXES
Fuel
Purchased
(gal.)

Air Wisconsin
Alaska Airlines
Aloha Airlines
America West Airlines
American Airlines
American Trans Air
Arrow Air
Continental
Delta Air Lines
Evergreen Int'l
Federal Express
Hawaiian Airlines
Horizon Air
Markair
Midway Airlines
Midwest Express
Northwest Airlines
Pan American
Southern Air Transport
Southwest Airlines
Trans World Airlines
Trump Shuttle
United Air Lines
United Parcel Service
USAir
Westair Airlines
World Airways
TOTAL

Fuel Taxes
Paid

($)

21,958,405
119,785,000
27,307,855
209,057,271
1,341,232,000
42,468,160
5,377,425
627,693,000
1,196,763,000
13,626,740
210,209,000
24,984,838
15,909,000
18,416,299
52,300,000
12,040,778
690,774,000
121,148,000
8,769,196
225,910,374
435,627,097
25,332,822
1,088,228,000
188,067,000
756,428,000
31,561,022
1,521,000

3,153,669
3,534,000
1,291,073
9,879,864
49,008,000
0
7,146
21,453,000
54,468,000
0
11,085,000
986,023
1,535,000
263,772
3,592,000
544,036
19,853,000
4,248,000
0
21,076
21,216,209
278,314
68,290,000
0
19,612,000
0
0

7,512,495,282

$294,319,182

Source: Department of Transportation (4 qtrs. 1991).
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STATE-BY-STATE ANALYSIS OF THE COST OF JET FUEL TAXESEach 10
Increase
Costs
Industry

($)

Current
¢/Gal**

(€)

Potential
Current Tax
Burden

($)

Arizona
1,586,100
4.50
7,137,450
California
17,681,200
5.85
103,435,020
Colorado
3,515,800
6.18
21,710,065
Florida
7,825,600
7.15
55,953,040
Georgia
4,401,700
17,166,630
3.90
Hawaii
5,966,500
3.90
23,269,350
Illinois
8,758,300
10.73
93,932,768
Louisiana
784,100
2.60
2,038,660
Maryland
1,089,000
0.00
0
Massachusetts
3,473,700
3.25
11,289,525
Michigan
2,969,800
6.50
19,303,700
Minnesota
2,840,100
4.88
13,845,488
Missouri
3,416,900
3.90
13,325,910
Nevada
1,295,400
2.93
3,789,045
New Jersey
3,468,600
4.23
14,654,835
New York
8,952,500
14.95
133,839,875
North Carolina
2,804,300
3.90
10,936,770
Ohio
3,598,100
0.00
0
Oregon
1,054,300
0.65
685,295
Pennsylvania
3,674,800
1.95
7,165,860
Tennessee
5,653,600
4.55
25,723,880
Texas
11,229,100
0.00
0
Utah
1,581,000
4.23
6,679,725
Virginia
3,706,800
4.88
18,070,650
Washington
3,478,400
6.50
22,609,600
TOTAL
$114,805,700
$626,563,140
* Based on information provided by ATA domestic air carriers as compiled by ATA
Office of Policy & Planning (Apr. 1991).
* Does not include special rules as discussed in Part II of study, e.g. burn-off.
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CHART G
TRAFFIC OUTLOOK
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CHART H
NET INCOME

U.S. Scheduled Airlines
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